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ABSTRACT

University Name: The American University in Cairo

Thesis Title: Emphatic Sounds In Educated Cairene Arabic: What To Teach To AFL Students?

Student's Name: Jean N. Druel

Adviser's Name: Dr. Zeinab Ibrahim

Statement of the Problem: There is not a full correspondence in Arabic—and especially in the dialects—between the phonological level and the phonetic level: Some sounds which are phonologically emphatic are phonetically realized as non-emphatic, and some sounds which are phonologically non-emphatic are realized as emphatic. This study would like to explore the emphatic feature of the educated Cairene Arabic dialect. This phenomenon is either unpredictable or it follows rules. In both cases, AFL teachers have to consider how they will tackle the issue with their students.

Methods and Procedures: The methodology will consist in analyzing a corpus and the problematic contexts for emphasis, as described in the literature. A special attention will be given to the following phonemes /t, q, x, l, r and r/ and morpho-phonemes (feminine plural /-æ:t/). The problematic contexts for emphasis will first be delimited, then these contexts will be analyzed and labeled as [+emphatic] or [−emphatic]. In order to assess emphasis, this research will rely on the subjective listening. The choice of the corpus will be guided by TAFL perspectives: It will consist in episodes of the television program al-Haqiqah "The Truth" which will serve here as a "normative" level of the
language ('ammīyyat al-muthaqāfīn, as described by Badawi, 1973). This program is a political talk-show. The research gathers twenty-two informants.

Findings and Conclusions: In most of the cases, emphasis is a predictable feature of the Cairene Arabic educated dialect. Phonetic rules have been deduced from the corpus for the following phonemes and morpho-phonemes: /r, q, x, w, s, n/ and the feminine plural marker /-æːt/. Additional findings are provided for the following morpho-phonemes: compounds with /-tˤjar/ “-teen”, the adverbial marker /-an/, the feminine nisbat marker /-ijja-/ and the suffix pronoun /-ka/ “your”. Some of these eleven (morpho)-phonemes act as emphasis-triggers, under certain conditions, some of them block the emphatic spread, others undergo emphasis without either blocking nor triggering it. The phoneme /r/ is the most doubtful one and a more specific research should be done on it.
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LIST OF TRANSLITERATIONS

A rationale for the transliteration system will be given below, especially for the phonetic difference between plain and emphasized sounds. However, the reader will find here all the symbols used in this research. When two symbols are given for one single Arabic letter, separated by a coma, they correspond to different language varieties (Classical, Modern Standard, Colloquial).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Plain</th>
<th>Emphasized</th>
<th>In References (Library of Congress)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ, ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ, ﺝ</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ, x</td>
<td>x, x</td>
<td>x, x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ, z</td>
<td>ﺝ, z</td>
<td>dh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ, z, d</td>
<td>ﺝ, z, d</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>ﺝ</td>
<td>gh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>Roman</td>
<td>Transliteration</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﬁ</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻖ</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻕ</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻔ</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻖ</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻝ</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻝ</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻠ</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Vowels and Diphthongs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Roman</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ﻞ</td>
<td>a:</td>
<td>e:</td>
<td>ä</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻖ</td>
<td>a:</td>
<td>e:</td>
<td>á (alif maqṣūrah)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺕ</td>
<td>u:, o:</td>
<td>ü:, े:</td>
<td>ū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻞ</td>
<td>i:, े:</td>
<td>i:, े:</td>
<td>ī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻞ</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻞ</td>
<td>u, o</td>
<td>u, े</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻞ</td>
<td>े</td>
<td>े</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻞ</td>
<td>aw, o:</td>
<td>øw, े:</td>
<td>aw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻞ</td>
<td>aj, े:</td>
<td>aj, े:</td>
<td>ay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻞ</td>
<td>ijj, ː</td>
<td>ijj, ː</td>
<td>iyy (final form: ī)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻞ</td>
<td>uww, u:</td>
<td>uww, ü:</td>
<td>uww (final form: ū)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Other**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Roman</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ء</td>
<td>a, a(t), et</td>
<td>e, et, ेt</td>
<td>h, t (construct state)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻲ</td>
<td>al, el, ː</td>
<td>el, el, ː</td>
<td>al, ː (even before “sun”-letters)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to distinguish a romanized /h/ in contact with another consonant /t, s, k, g/ from the romanized /th, sh, kh, gh/, a single prime ’ is placed between the two distinct letters as in /as’hal/ “easier”.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

This research aims at studying the phonetic phenomenon of emphasis of the Cairene spoken Arabic. The mere definition of emphasis is a problematic issue, and this point will be dealt with in the first part of this research. While emphatic sounds are a well-known phenomenon in both classical and modern standard Arabic, they have received little attention in the study and in the teaching of the dialects. In the case of classical Arabic, early grammarians have made precise descriptions of the emphatic sounds (in terms that many contemporary researchers still find efficient). These sounds also play a great role in the tajwīd “Liturgical Recitation of the Qur’ān”, where they have been described in most precise terms. In the case of Cairene colloquial Arabic, too few grammars and dictionaries insist on the emphatic sounds—except in the case of the primary emphatic phonemes /s, ɔ, t, ʃ/1—and the result is that students of Arabic as a foreign language (AFL) rarely master the phenomenon in detail.

The aim of this study is to describe and analyze the emphatic sounds in the Cairene dialect, to find out if there are predictable rules and to apply the findings to the teaching of Cairene Arabic to non-native adult students.

---

1 For consistency reasons, /ʃ/ will note the phonetic emphatic interdental fricative, even in colloquial Arabic, where its phonetic realization is emphatic alveolar fricative [ʃ]. This, in order to distinguish clearly the phonemic and the phonetic level.
I.1. The Technical Linguistic Terminology

I.1.a. The Transliteration System

Two parallel systems will be used throughout this research to note emphatic sounds: A phonemic system and a phonetic system. The first one refers to phonemes, and the second one refers to the actual realization of the phonemes. The whole problem—and this is the topic of this research—is that there is not a full correspondence between both levels. As far as phonetic emphasis is concerned, the international phonetic alphabet (IPA)\(^2\) has three notation systems for what corresponds to emphatic sounds (pharyngealized and/or velarized): The first system is to add a small \(\gamma\) ('ayn) as an exponent for pharyngealized sounds (b'), the second system is to add a small \(\gamma\) (ghayn) as an exponent for velarized sounds (b'\(\)). The third system—that applies to both pharyngealized and velarized sounds—is to cross the symbols with a small hyphen (b). This third convention has been chosen in this research, in order not to decide whereas emphatic sounds are pharyngealized or a velarized. Thus, the hyphened symbols will refer to “emphasized sounds”, whatever their underlying phoneme [b, r, l... α, u...]

As for the phonemic level, the IPA has no specific notation. The following under-dotted symbols will refer to the emphatic phonemes, whatever their phonetic realization: /\(\partial\), β, γ, δ/. So, a /\(\partial\)/ notes a phonemic sād; [s] and [α] note the non-emphatic and emphatic realizations of /\(\partial\)/. Likewise, a /\(s\)/ notes a phonemic sīn; [s] and [s] note the non-emphatic and emphatic realizations of /\(s\)/. The term “allophone” refers to the different possible realizations of one phoneme: For example, [s] and [s] are allophones of

---

\(^2\) For more information on the IPA, see the *Handbook of the International Phonetic Association* (1999).
/s/. This transliteration system will be applied throughout this research, even when quoting authors' works, in order to facilitate comparison and reading.

For the references it would have been too heavy to use this phonetic system. In this case, the romanization system of the Library of Congress was adopted. Practically, the first two system will always be used between brackets (square brackets for the phonetic transliteration, and slashes for the phonological transliteration). The third system will be used without any bracket.

I.1.b. A Definition of Emphasis

The general term "emphasis" corresponds to the traditional Arabic term tafkhîm, and covers a wide spectrum of articulatory and acoustic effects. The articulatory effects are described in the literature as labialization, velarization, pharyngealization, uvularization, guttural assimilation, or backing. Not all researchers agree on these effects. The acoustic effects are described as backing, lowering, low tone sounds, dull sounds, tongue root retracted sounds. As will be seen below, Watson (1995) notes that the articulatory phenomena all have in common that they involve an expansion of the volume of the mouth and a peripheral constriction (lips, velar and pharynx). In this research, the single term "emphasis" will be used as the equivalent of the traditional Arabic term tafkhîm: A single word aiming at describing a unified phenomenon, that gathers varied acoustic and articulatory phenomena. In the literature review, all these phenomena— and the authors' contradictory points of view— will be described in detail.

In Arabic, emphasis is a twofold phenomenon, at both the phonetic level (sounds) and the phonemic level (phonemes). At the phonemic level (the way sounds
organize in a particular language in order to carry meaning), emphasis is a distinctive feature. This means that the meaning of the word changes if it contains emphatic phonemes or not, as in /tʰiːn/ “figs” and /tʰiːn/ “mud”. Such minimal pairs do not exist in English for example, where emphasis plays no role in the meaning (phonemic level). Moreover, emphasis also plays a role on the phonetic level (the way sounds are uttered, independently of the meaning). For example, some people would pronounce /raːɡɪl/ “man” with emphasis [raːɡɪl] or without emphasis [raːɡɪl], depending on their gender, economic level, etc... Lastly, both phenomena usually interfere: It often happens that the emphasis of an emphatic phoneme spreads onto the other syllables of the word, as in /muwɔːraːlːat/ “communications” that is pronounced [muwaːsoʊlːat]. In this case the emphasis of /s/ spreads in both directions (leftwards and rightwards) onto the whole word. This spread can eventually be blocked by a phoneme, either rightwards or leftwards, as in /muːʃtaːlːat/ “detention camps” which is usually pronounced [muʃtaːlːat]. Here, the phoneme /l/ blocks the rightward emphatic spread, since all the phonemes in the word are emphasized before /l/, and none after.

Another source of confusion can come from the terminology used to describe the emphatic sounds. Linguists describe the sounds according to their place of articulation: Labial, interdental, alveolar, palatal, velar, uvular, pharyngeal (or guttural), and laryngeal (or glottal). For example, /s/ is an alveolar sound in Arabic. Then an emphatic /s/ is both alveolar and emphatic. In this case, emphasis is a secondary

---

1 The technical notation system used by linguists makes a difference between the phonological word, noted between slashes, as /raːɡɪl/, and the actual pronunciation in a given dialect, or context—the phonetic level, or the surface level—which is noted between square brackets, as [raːɡɪl].
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articulation, the primary articulation place being the alveoli. Researchers disagree in the
description of this secondary articulation place: Is it laryngeal, pharyngeal, uvular, labial?
Is it both labial and pharyngeal? As was said above, this research will follow Watson
(1995) and assume that the feature "emphasis" is one, and gathers—depending on the
primary articulation place of the sound—more than one of the above mentioned features:
Laryngeal, pharyngeal, uvular, and labial. The phonemes which have this secondary
emphatic feature are /s, ʃ, t, ʒ/ (and scholars confusingly call them "the primary
emphatics" because of their phonemic emphasis, and because their emphasis spreads onto
the other sounds in the word), but the list increases to all the phonemes when it comes to
their actual realization: Potentially, all sounds can be emphasized when they surface in a
given word: [ʔ, b, t, θ, dʒ, d, ə, etc... ] Scholars call these sounds "the secondary
emphatics", because their emphasis is triggered by the "primary emphatics".

For some other sounds in Arabic, emphasis is a primary articulation feature, as it
is the case for example for the pharyngeal sounds /n, r/, for the uvulars /q, x, u/...
which are naturally pharyngealized, uvularized... However, researchers disagree on these
sounds, as being primarily emphasized, just as they disagree on the articulatory nature of
emphasis.

In order to measure emphasis, researchers usually measure the frequency of the
sound formants,¹ F1, F2, and F3. All vowels are characterized by certain frequencies of
vibration that overlap to produce one single sound. Researchers have found that three
main frequencies—also called overtone pitches—overlap in each sound, and they named

¹ For more information on the sound formants, see Ladefoged (2006, pp. 181-184).
these frequencies F1, F2, and F3. The two first formants are usually enough to distinguish sounds. F1 typically ranges from 200 to 700 Hz, from the most closed vowels [i, u] to the most open ones [a, o]. F2 typically ranges from 500 to 3000 Hz, from the most backed vowels [u, o, a] to the most fronted ones [i, e, a]. Vowels are described according to these two axes: F1=Close→Open and F2=Front→Back. Thus, a vowel can be fronted and close [i], fronted and close-mid [e], fronted and open [a], backed and close [u], backed and close-mid [o], backed and open [o]. Lastly, emphasis is described, in acoustic terms, as both a raised F1 (opening effect on the vowels) and a lowered F2 (backing effect).

I.2. The Problem at Stake

Before presenting the outline of this research, it is useful to present the reader with some doubtful cases in the Cairene dialect so that the topic of this research becomes less theoretical.

1) Most people—and especially males—would pronounce [ɾəqəi] “man”, which is phonologically /ɾəqi/. The /ɾ/ is emphasized into [ɾ], thus emphasizing the whole word. Compare with the verb [ɾəqəiʔ] “to revise”, which is phonologically /ɾəqiʔ/. There even exist minimal pairs such as [ɾəsqə] “my head” and [ɾəqsə] “anchored” which are phonologically /ɾəqsə/ and /ɾəqsi/. The first word is entirely emphasized whereas the second is not.

2) There are some other examples of variations in emphasis that can be observed such as the verb [ʂaddaʔ] “to believe”, which is phonologically /ʂaddaq/. The
/a/ has lost its emphasis in the Cairene dialect. Compare with the adjective [basi:t] “simple”, which is phonologically /basiti/. Here the /a/ has been emphasized into [a], as well as the whole word.

What differs between these contexts? Are these variations free or predictable?
What to teach to non-native students? Do the “primary emphatics” alone trigger emphasis? How does this emphasis spreads onto the adjoining sounds? Does it spread to the left until the beginning of the word? Does it spread to the right until the end of the word? Are there sounds that can block this spread? This will be the topic of this research.

I.3. The Socio-Linguistic Variables

At this point, the question of a “normative” language to be taught cannot be avoided. Research has shown that emphasis is linked to socio-linguistic factors such as education, gender, economic level; and other possible factors could have been studied as well, such as attitude to the language, religion, mastering of other languages... However, in the field of AFL, teachers have to define a “normative” type of colloquial Arabic that they want to teach to their students. In this research, it will be assumed that AFL students need to be taught a specific level of colloquial which has been described as ‘ammiyat al-muthaqqafin “Colloquial of Educated Persons” (Badawi, 1973). Badawi defines this level of the language as both the most colloquial version of the classical language and the most classical version of the colloquial (p. 148). Like the other levels, it is also defined according to the specific contexts where it should be used (discussions about politics, art, culture in general) as well as to specific levels of education and culture of the speaker.
Badawi adds that in Egypt, the adjoining upper level of the language (fuṣḥa al-aṣr “Contemporary Classical Arabic”, also referred to as MSA, modern standard Arabic) is not used in spoken conversation. This usage is transferred to ‘ammiyyat almuthaqqafin (p. 150). It will be assumed in this research that it is relevant to study only this level of the language, thus controlling other socio-linguistics variables and meeting AFL students' needs and expectations.
CHAPTER II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE: EMPHASIS IN ARABIC

In order to have a wider view of emphasis in Arabic, a brief summary of this phenomenon will be presented here, for the three following "moments" on the Arabic continuum: tajwīd “Liturgical Recitation of the Qur’ān”, fuṣḥā al-‘aṣr “Contemporary Classical Arabic", and varied Arabic dialects. Although our research will focus on the dialects—and especially on educated Cairene Arabic, it is worth knowing how emphasis behaves in Arabic in general. The choice of tajwīd and fuṣḥā al-‘aṣr as the two other moments on the continuum was guided by practical reasons: In tajwīd, the rules for emphasis are very well codified, and they differ significantly from the rule in fuṣḥā al-‘aṣr. As for this later form of Arabic, as defined by Badawī (1973), it is often considered by Arabs and scholars as today’s reference for Arabic grammar, and it is this level of the classical language that is taught in universities.

After the presentation of the rules of emphasis in tajwīd and fuṣḥā al-‘aṣr, a very detailed literature review of emphasis in the dialects will be presented, covering the last ten years, from 1995 until 2005. This will be the main focus of this research.

II.1. Emphasis in Tajwīd

In tajwīd, emphasis is triggered by the primary emphatics /ṣ, ṭ, ṭ/ and the uvulars /q, x, ḵ/ (Samāʿī, 2005, p.43), which are naturally uvularized. The phonemes /r/ and /l/ are special cases since they trigger emphasis only in particular cases. As for /l/, it is emphasized only in the word /al-‘aḥ/ “God”, and this depends on the preceding vowel:
If it is preceded by /a/ or /u/, it is then realized as [eɪ-teːh] as in [fīnda-taːh] “near God”. If it is preceded by /i/ it surfaces as [al-taːh] as in [tī-l-taːh] “to God”.

As for /r/, it depends on the following vowel. It the following vowel is /i, iː/, it is not emphasized (as in [tukrimuːn] “you honor”), and if the following vowel is /a, aː, u, uː/ it is emphasized (as in [ʔakrem] “more honored”). If /r/ is not followed by a vowel, it depends on the preceding vowel: After /a, aː, u, uː/, /r/ is always emphasized (as in [ʔarsil] “send”, [zurtum] “you visited”). After a /i/ which is part of the stem, /r/ is not emphasized (as in [firtawn] “Pharaoh”, [maqəbīr] “graves”), unless it is followed by a primary emphatic phoneme or a velar (as in [mirṣād] “embush”, [firqah] “clan”). After a non-stem /i/, it is emphasized (as in [iɾtasːeː] “return”, [rebbe ṭamhum:] “Lord, have mercy on them”). Lastly, if /r/ is neither followed nor preceded by a vowel, as it may be the case at the pause, it depends on the vowel that lies before the cluster: If it is /a, u/, /r/ is emphasized (as in [fadtrō] “dawn”, [Χυστό] “damage”); if it is /i/, then /r/ is not emphasized (as in [nisis] “intelligence”, [Δικό] “renown”).

5 The symbol Ø will note the pause. The sequence is followed by no phoneme.
These data can be summarized in the following chart:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/r/</th>
<th>Before /i, iː, ri, riː/</th>
<th>Before /a, aː, ra, raː, u, uː, ru, ruː/</th>
<th>Before /i, iː, ɪ, ʊ, ɛ, ə, ʊ/</th>
<th>Before other consonants</th>
<th>At the pause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After a stem /i, iː/</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>no data available</td>
<td>[r]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After a non-stem /i/</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>doubtful</td>
<td>[r]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After /a, aː, u, uː/</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After /aːC, uːC/</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After /iːC/</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chart 1: The emphasis rule for /r/ in tajwid "Liturgical Recitation of the Qur’ān".

In this chart, a shadowed cell means "/r/ is emphasized"; a crossed cell means that the form is morphologically impossible. From this chart, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. /r/ is dominantly an emphatic phoneme. However, a following /i, ɪː/ des-emphasizes it, as does a preceding stem- /i, ɪː/ if it is not followed by a vowel nor an emphatic. See [mɪnː-ːnːarːiː] "from the fire", [ʔænːeːriː] "allies", [fɪrːɜːn] "Pharaoh", [maːqːəːbɪr] "graves".
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2. The only case where emphasis spreads leftwards is when /r/ is in a non-emphatic context, but is followed by an emphatic consonant. In these cases, the preceding /i/ is weaker than the following emphatic. See [miʃəd] “observation post”, [fiɾətʃ] “troop”, [qiɾʃəɾ] “paper”.

3. The sequence /Vrj/ is problematic and deserve a special attention. Too few information is available in order to decide whether /j/ behaves here as /i/ or as a non-emphatic consonant. The whole Qur’anic text contains only three words that contain the /Vrj/ sequence (/mirja(t)/ “doubt”, five occurrences; /qarja(t)/ “village”, thirty-eight occurrences; and /marjam/ “Mary”, thirty-four occurrences). The first word surfaces as [mirja(t)]. However, for /qarja(t)/ and /marjam/, some authors describe the /r/ as emphatic (Muṣḥaf al-tajwīd, 1999) and some as non-emphatic (Samāti, 2005, p. 45). This controversy shows that for some authors, /j/ behaves as /i/ and blocks the emphasis of /r/, whereas for others, /j/ behaves like any other non-emphatic consonant and it does not block the emphasis of /r/.

4. Researchers in acoustic phonetics (Norlin, 1987; Rajouani et al., 1987; Alioua, 1997) have consistently shown that emphasis cannot be put down to the consonant alone, nor to the vowel alone, but to both (its minimum domain is /CV, or VC/). In the case where /r/ is followed by a non-emphatic consonant, how can it be emphasized if the preceding vowel is not emphasized itself (as in [ʔærʃil] “send”, [zurtum] “you visited”, [faɾʃʊɾ] “dawn”, [χusɾʊɾ] “damage”)? If these acoustic results are right, /r/ is either non-emphatic in these contexts or the preceding vowel is emphasized. This has never been studied in the particular case of tajwīd.
5) Emphasis in tajwīd spreads only rightwards (Nelson, 2001, p. 23) and is limited to the following vowel only. The only exception to this rule is the case of /r/ within the sequence /-irC-/ which surfaces as [-iːC-], as mentioned above. This is due to the fact that the consonants are clearly identified as either emphatic (C = /s, ɬ, t, ɬ, q, x, w/) or non-emphatic, and that only /r/ and /l/ break this rule (and the latter, only in one word). Since emphasis spread is limited to the next vowel only, it means that any non-emphatic consonant is a blocker to the emphatic spread in tajwīd.

II.2. Emphasis in Fuṣḥā al-ʿAṣr

Unlike in fuṣḥā al-turāth “Heritage Classical Arabic”, the highest level of classical Arabic according to Badawī (1973, p. 89) where he makes a difference between emphasis, which is triggered the emphatics /s, d, t, ʃ/, and labialization which is triggered by the uvulars /q, x, w/ and the pharyngeals /h, ʕ/ (p. 121), fuṣḥā al-ʿAṣr “Contemporary Classical Arabic” has lost the labialization feature (p. 138), with the exception of the uvular /q/ where some kind of labialization remains, especially in male pronunciation (p. 137). Emphasis and labialization, have the same backing auditory effect on the following /a, aː/. Nothing is said about the other vowels. Harrell (1957) in his study of the dialect includes the pharyngeals /h, ʕ/ in the list of the consonants that trigger emphasis. The other authors, quoted by Shorafat (1987), agree on the following list: /s, ɬ, t, ʃ, q, x, w/ as for the consonants that trigger emphasis and eventually disagree on the so-called “secondary” emphatics, which include /l, r/ in classical Arabic.
As for the spread of emphasis in classical Arabic, Rajouani, Najim, and Chiadmi (1987) state the following rules, based on previous studies and on their own work: Pharyngealization spreads, at least, rightwards and leftwards to the adjacent vowel, and, at most, to the whole word. High vowels /i, i', u, u:/ block this spread. Shorafat (1985) adds to these rules the fact that emphasis also spreads to any adjacent consonant, not only to the adjacent vowels, as in /iṣṭabaɾa/ “to be patient”, which surfaces as [iṣṭebeɾe], or /iṣṭalama/ “to suffer injustice”, which surfaces as [iṣṭalama] (after assimilation).

In order to have a better understanding of what is at stake here, it may be interesting to quote Badawi’s (1973) remark saying that the pronunciation of fuṣḥa al-ʾāṣr is always influenced by the colloquial background of the speaker (p. 138). Thus, some discrepancies between the findings of the researchers may find here an explanation. Another possible source for discrepancies lies in the fact that emphasis is not an on/off phenomenon: It is described as gradient by some authors (Ghazeli, 1982; Rajouani et al., 1987) and the acoustic measures also show that the formant values change during the utterance (Alioua, 1997). The previous literature review on dialects has shown that all these phenomena are also found in the dialects.

II.3. Emphasis in the Arabic Dialects

This review aims at presenting what issues were discussed in the last ten years concerning the phenomenon of emphasis in Arabic dialects, and how researchers used to tackle these issues. This review will not be limited to Cairene Arabic, in order to have a broader view on emphasis in the various Arabic dialects. It was assumed that similar
phenomena could occur in more than one dialect, even if they had been studied in only one of them. This will give a better idea of what has been studied in one of the Arabic dialects, and what is left to study in the Cairene dialect. The review covers the period from January 1995 till December 2005.

Three older studies were included in this review (Harrell, 1957; Norlin, 1987 and Royal, 1985), because they are really outstanding, they correspond exactly to the research topic and no previous literature review include them. Ten studies are reviewed here, in four different dialects: Egyptian Arabic: Harrell (1957), Royal (1985), Norlin (1987), and Wahba (1996); Palestinian Arabic: Davis (1995) and Shahin (1996 & 1997); Yemeni Arabic: Watson (1995 & 1999); and Jordanian Arabic: Zawaydeh (1998).

II.3.a. The Cairene and Alexandrian Dialects: Phonemics

In an outstanding research on the Egyptian colloquial Arabic, Harrell (1957) has isolated seven different contexts for vowels in Egyptian Arabic, and in each context, the vowels surface in many allophones, in the presence of an emphatic consonant. Generally, emphasized vowels show a lower F2: High front vowels are centralized, high back vowels are lowered, and low vowels are backed. Harrell gives the following list for the emphatic consonants that trigger emphasis: The primary emphatics [ş, ɬ, t̪, z̪] and the uvular [q], when it is pronounced the “classical” way, not as a mere glottal stop [ʔ].
The minimum range of emphasis is a function of the entire syllable. It is impossible to say whether emphasis is triggered by the vowels or by the consonants. Native speakers usually attribute emphasis to consonants. It is however safer to consider that emphasis is a feature of the whole syllable. Emphasis is a gradient feature: It is not an on/off phenomenon. It is also a stylistic and a socio-cultural feature: Speakers emphasize differently according to their gender, conversation context, intended effect on the listener. Emphasis is acoustically easy to recognize, however this phenomenon affects the phonemes differently according to their nature.

After presenting in detail the emphatic phonemes, those which trigger emphasis and those which do not, Harrell (1957) considers that it is more economical to consider that there are no emphatic phonemes at all in Egyptian Arabic and that emphasis is a prosodic feature (like accent, or intonation) that may co-occur at the syllable level with any phoneme.

II.3.b. The Cairene and Alexandrian Dialects: Socio-Linguistics

This extreme point of view is more or less shared by Royal (1985), and this is partly due to her socio-cultural perspective. She studied the socio-cultural aspect of pharyngealization in the Cairene Arabic dialect. She measured the frequency displacement of [i]'s F2 transition adjacent to a primary emphatic consonant [s, ʃ, t, z], where the tongue goes from the most backed position to the most fronted one.

---

6 This can be noted as follows: [VC, VːC, ĆV or ĆVː] where [V] notes a vowel, long or short, [Ć] notes any primary emphatic consonant or a [q].
She found out that Heliopolitans (a high-class district) mark the speaker’s sex with their strength of pharyngealization. Men display a stronger pharyngealization than women, regardless of other variables. Both men and women in Heliopolis tend to reduce pharyngealization when addressing male and female strangers.

In al-Gamaliyyah (a low-class district), on the other hand, speakers accommodate pharyngealization to the perceived speech norm of the listener, which Heliopolitans do not do. Secondly, whereas younger Gamaliyans tend to adopt the Heliopolitan pattern for pharyngealization (signaling the speaker’s sex), older Gamaliyans do not show significant difference in pharyngealization according to the speaker’s sex.

Royal (1985) concludes from her study that, like intonation and accent, strength of pharyngealization is a prosodic feature. It seems to function as a gender marker in Heliopolis, and younger Gamaliyans begin to acquire this pattern. Men enhance pharyngealization whereas women disguise it. One enhances their pharyngealization by a shorter consonant duration resulting in an early vowel onset, and a greater audible F2 transition. On the contrary, one disguises their pharyngealization by delaying the vowel onset (aspiration), thus reducing the audible F2 transition.

This study focuses only on primary emphatics, and it lacks a comparison with their plain counterparts. Is there a clear audible difference between them? Could a female’s weak pharyngealized consonant be compared to a male’s plain consonant? Moreover, the author has chosen not to include education as a variable, and to only focus on the economic level. Are these variables interchangeable?
Wahba (1996) has also chosen the socio-linguistic approach to the phenomenon of emphasis. He has studied the Alexandrian dialect. He made the hypothesis that educated speakers would conform with the higher emphasis of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) whereas uneducated speakers would display a lesser degree of emphasis. This expectation was based on the prejudice that MSA is a prestige variety among educated people. He also expected women to produce a lesser degree of emphasis than men.

Degree of emphasis was empirically measured on a scale from 1 to 3, “1” corresponding to the backed realization of the low vowel /a/ occurring after the four underlying primary emphatics in colloquial /s, t, d, d/; “2” corresponding to the central realization of /a/ and “3” to the fronted realization of the same vowel.

Contrary to the author’s expectations, educated speakers did not conform to the MSA emphasis degree, meaning that MSA does not work as a prestige attraction pole. Rather, the dialect seems to have its own prestige scale, independent from MSA. Thus, emphasis works in the Alexandrian dialect a both a gender marker and an education marker (low emphasis sounds more feminine and more educated).

II.3.c. The Cairene Dialect: Acoustics

In an outstanding review, Norlin (1987) studies the emphasis in the Cairene dialect in an acoustic perspective: How different are the emphatic vowels from their plain counterparts? First, through a spectrogram measure, he shows that the only consonant is not enough to distinguish between a plain sibilant and its emphatic counterpart. It is thus the following vowel that can give a clue on the emphasis of the consonant.
The quality of the vowels, plain and emphatic, is then measured. The five long plain vowels [a:, u:, i:, e:, o:] are phonetically well separated, except for long [i:] and [e:] that slightly overlap. The plain short [i] and [e] completely overlap, as almost do [o] and [u]. When comparing the emphatic vowels with their plain counterparts, one discovers that there is a considerable overlapping between [i:] and [iː], between [u:] and [uː], between [o:] and [œː] and between [e:] and [ɛː], [a:] and [æː] being the most different ones.

Then, through a computer-assisted simulation of the modeling of the vocal tract, Norlin tests the best model that would describe emphasis. He comes up with the conclusion that emphasis is better described as pharyngealization rather than velarization, in the Cairene dialect. However, the pharynx plays no active role in emphatic articulation: The pharyngeal constriction comes from a backward movement of the tongue against the pharynx.

On the phonological level, the author applies his findings about vowel quality and formant transition to Egyptian Arabic vowels. Whereas [e] and [o] are always the result of a morphological shortening process of [eː] and [oː], and never contrast with them (thus being better interpreted as allophones of /eː/ and /oː/), the author proposes to interpret [a:] and [e:] as two different phonemes /aː/ and /æː/, thus assigning six phonemic long vowels to Egyptian Arabic /aː, a:, u:, i:, e:, oː/. He roots this interpretation in both the phonetic level (the clear separation between [a:] and [aː]) and a phonological analysis (the fact that both vowels are found in free distribution before and after the same non-emphatic consonants). Instead of putting emphasis down to the consonants—and thus splitting almost all consonants into two phonemes, one plain and
one emphatic—he suggests to put emphasis down to the phonemic back vowel /aː/ and its allophones. Harrell (1957) had pointed out this difficulty to assign a phonemic status to a large number of consonants. Norlin proposes here an elegant solution, which violates however the native feeling that consonants determine emphasis, not vowels. Another limit to this research is that it relies on elicited speech only, not natural speech.

II.3.d. The Palestinian Dialects: Emphatic Spread

The studies on Palestinian dialects have all focused on the emphatic spread, which was not the case for the studies on Egyptian Arabic. Davis (1995), for example, aims at shedding a new light on the emphasis spread in two Palestinian Arabic dialects which behave differently: The extent of the spread and the nature of the opaque phonemes that block this spread differ from one dialect to the other.

In the southern Palestinian dialect, the leftward spread is unrestricted whereas the rightward spread of emphasis is blocked by the phonemes /i, j, f, g/ that act as a natural [+high] [-back] class.

In the northern Palestinian dialect, the leftward spread is unconditioned (with the exception of the inflectional prefixes that optionally block it). The rightward spread is more complicated: There seem to be two different and incompatible processes. The first process is that emphasis spreads rightwards as far as the syllable nucleus, and that the phonemes /ʃ, j, w, i, u/ block this rightward emphatic spread; the second process is that a pharyngealized low vowel pharyngealizes all of laryngeal consonants, pharyngeal consonants and low vowels, rightwards and leftwards. There is a conflict between the two processes for which a traditional analysis cannot account, because it describes
phonemes in a binary way (+ or – back, + or – pharyngealized...) whereas some phonemes are neither + nor – back, + or – pharyngealized. The Grounded Phonology (a theory that the author explains in introduction) enables the author to describe phonemes in a non-dualistic way that accounts for their phonologic behavior.

In other studies of the Palestinian dialects, Shahin (1996 & 1997) makes a point showing that there are two different kinds of emphatic spread in Palestinian Arabic: Pharyngealization and uvularization. She calls uvularization harmony (tongue-back retraction, lowered F2) what other authors usually call “emphasis spread”. As for pharyngealization harmony (tongue-root retraction, raised F1), it has not been studied, except by the author herself. These two different harmonies form together the emphasis which makes a whole segment postvelar.

Pharyngealization harmony is triggered both by postvelar consonants (emphatics /ð, s, ŋ, r, k/ and gutturals /ʔ, h, ŋ, ch, u/) and closed-syllable-pharyngealized vowels. No consonant blocks the harmony. All short vowels in the word are affected, except if they sit at the right edge (at the end of the word or at the end of the root). Long vowels do not undergo the pharyngealization harmony.

Uvularization harmony is triggered by the secondarily uvularized consonants (the emphatics) /ð, s, ŋ, r, k/ and not by the primary uvulars /x, u/; only low vowels (short and long) are backed; all nonpostvelar consonants also uvularize. Only /j/ and non-root-internal geminate /jj/ block uvularization harmony.7

7 In a personal communication, the author told me that uvularization spreads both rightwards and leftwards, unless it is blocked rightwards or leftwards by /j/ or /jj/.
II.3.e. The Dialect of Ṣan‘ā‘: Prolabialization

Watson (1995) analyses emphasis in Ṣan‘ā‘i Arabic in order to find a phonological representation that would account for the natural co-occurrence of pharyngealization, velarization and prolabialization. The implied hypothesis is that pharyngealization, velarization and prolabialization co-occur as one secondary articulation which the author calls “flatness”.

Prolabialization of short high vowels (/i/ realizes as [u]) spreads rightwards from the primary emphatics (and leftwards to a lesser extent) within the phonological word. In some words, /ʕ/ and /u/ behave as primary emphatics and trigger prolabialization.

Prolabialization even happens as a secondary articulation with the labials /m and b/ in certain contexts, not only as a tertiary articulation. In these cases, there is a co-occurrence of two secondary articulations: Pharyngealization/velarization and prolabialization. Prolabialization is thus a feature of the entire phonological word, it is weak before the emphatics and strong after.

The three distinct articulatory phenomena (pharyngealization, velarization and prolabialization) have this in common that they all involve an expansion of the volume of the mouth and a peripheral constriction (lips, velar and pharynx). The author proposes to interpret this one phenomenon as “flatness”, as opposed to “sharpness”, which correspond to the classical Arabic terminology mutabbaq “covered, spread” and muraqqqaq “thin, delicate”.
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In another research, Watson (1999) compares data from Ṣanʿānī Arabic and from the rural Palestinian dialect studied by Davis (1995), because they share similarities in the type of emphatic spread.

The asymmetrical behavior of emphasis in Palestinian Arabic and in Ṣanʿānī Arabic is hypothesized not only to have phonological explanations, but phonetic (physiological) explanations as well.

Ṣanʿānī Arabic shows a twofold emphasis phenomenon: Pharyngealization and labialization. Both phenomena behave differently. Whereas pharyngealization spreads leftwards and is blocked by no phoneme (the author says that rightward pharyngealization spread needs further study), labialization spreads mainly rightwards from the emphatic consonant (including /r/ in some cases) onto the high short vowel (/i/ surfaces as [u]) and seems to be blocked by the pharyngeal consonants. In some cases, labialization may affect long vowels (in the 2nd verbal noun with a /ṣ/ in the root, /i:/ can surface as [uː]; and phonological-word-final /a:/ surfaces as [oː] if the root contains an emphatic).

The difference in spread directionality can be accounted for by phonetic reasons. In pharyngealization, the pharynx narrows during the onset phase of the consonant, so that the vocal tract “prepares” pharyngealization as soon as the beginning of the word. In the case of labialization, the lip protrusion occurs during and after the hold phase and thus tends to spread rightwards after the release phase. In Palestinian Arabic, the same kind of phonetic explanation can better account for the difference in spread direction than a phonological rule.
II.3.f. The Dialect of 'Ammān: Uvulars

Zawaydeh (1998) has studied the effect of both uvular consonants (primary uvulars) /q, χ, υ/ and uvularized segments (secondary uvulars) /t, q, s, ð/ on the following low vowels /a, a:/.

There seem to be no blocker to rightward uvularization spread in Ammani-Jordanian Arabic. In one context though, the fall in F2 for /a:/ varies a lot between the 5 recordings of the same token /taʃːiːlaːt/. More research would be needed to confirm that uvularization of the feminine plural long vowel /a:/ is optional.

The author wants then to explore the phonetic nature of /χ, υ/ which are uvulars in classical Arabic. The F2 value for /a:/ after /χ, υ/ is significantly higher than for /a/ after /q/. This confirms the fact that /χ, υ/ are realized as velars in Ammani-Jordanian Arabic, respectively [x, y]. More research would be needed to confirm this.

Lastly, the author makes the hypothesis that uvularization spreads differently from /q/ than from the secondary uvularized /t, q, s, ð/, and indeed, after /i, u, j/, in words containing /q/, the F2 value is slightly higher than after /ʃ/ and dramatically higher than after /w/. The low vowel in the second syllable after /q/ shows a higher F2 value than the low vowel in the syllable containing /q/. Uvularization effect after the secondary uvularized consonants /t, q, s, ð/ is stronger than after /q/. In the latter case, uvularization spreads mainly on the first low vowel and, to a lesser extent, on the second syllable. High non-consonantal segments /i, u, j/ block rightward uvularization spread after /q/, whereas there is a slight rightward uvularization spread effect across /ʃ/ and a strong rightward uvularization spread effect across /w/.
The major limit to this study is that there was only one informant, the researcher herself, and that only elicited speech was analyzed. This seriously limits the representativeness of the study, although it is very suggestive.

II.4. Discussion Section of the Literature Review

II.4.a. Comparison Between Tajwīd and Fuṣḥā al-ʿAṣr

The emphatics are the same in both varieties, they include the four primary emphatics: /ṣ, ḍ, t, ẓ/ and the uvular /q/. These emphatics trigger the emphasis of the adjacent vowels, rightwards only in tajwīd and in both directions in fuṣḥā al-ʿaṣr. In tajwīd, all non-emphatics are blockers, whereas in fuṣḥā al-ʿaṣr, [+high] vowels block emphasis spread. In tajwīd, the domain of emphasis is the syllable, whereas in fuṣḥā al-ʿaṣr, emphasis can eventually spread to the whole word.

This brief survey shows that emphasis in tajwīd is a more limited phenomenon than in fuṣḥā al-ʿaṣr, where it becomes a suprasegmental feature (a feature which applies to more than a segment: A syllable, a word, or more). There are two problematic phonemes, /r/ and /l/, for which the rules are either very detailed (in tajwīd) or doubtful (in fuṣḥā al-ʿaṣr).

II.4.b. The Arabic Dialects

Socio-linguistics: Two authors have a socio-linguistic approach (Royal, 1985 & Wahba, 1996) whereas the others have a phonetic/phonological approach. From a socio-linguistic perspective, it seems granted that emphasis is a gradient feature (and not an
on/off phenomenon) and a prosodic feature (like accent and intonation). This means that emphasis is a feature that speakers activate more or less according to the intended effect on the listener (social gender, social class, education, age).

Acoustics: On an acoustic point of view, emphasis is more easily attributed to the vowels than to the consonant (Norlin, 1987) and all but one\(^4\) authors focus on the acoustic value of the vowels rather than the consonants. Emphasis has too major acoustic effects on vowels: A lowered F2 and a raised F1. According to the nature of the vowels, both phenomena have a varied influence (low vowels cannot be further lowered, and back vowels cannot be further backed for example). One author (Shahin, 1996 & 1997) makes a point in distinguishing two separate phenomena: Uvularization (lowered F2) and pharyngealization (raised F1). Others prefer to describe emphasis as one phenomenon, with varied effects on the vowels. Harrel (1957) is the only one to consider the syllable context: He distinguishes seven different contexts for syllable, with each time a specific effect on the vowels.

Phonetics: On the phonetic point of view, some authors focus on the emphasis spread (Davis, 1995; Shahin, 1996 & 1997, Zawaydeh, 1998 and Watson, 1999). These authors try to discover what are the triggers, the direction of spread, the undergoers, the non-undergoers and the blockers of emphasis, according to the dialects. There are some contradictions between their analyses, and they try to resolve them either through the Grounded Theory (Davis, 1995; Watson, 1999), through a distinction between two

\(^4\) Zawaydeh (1998) tries to solve the apparent discrepancies in emphasis through an acoustic analysis of the uvulars /ʁ, χ, w/.
separate phenomena, pharyngealization and uvularization (Shahin, 1996 & 1997), or through a renewed acoustic analysis of the uvular consonants /q, χ, υ/ (Zawaydeh, 1998).

Phonology: On the phonological point of view, it is impossible to conciliate the authors. Harrell (1957) considers that emphasis is a mere prosodic feature and that there is no emphatic phoneme as such. Norlin (1987) considers that it is more economical to put emphasis down to a phonemic low long vowel /a/. Davis (1995), Shahin (1996 & 1997), Zawaydeh (1998) and Watson (1999) have a more traditional approach: They consider that there is a set of consonant phonemes that trigger emphasis. This set of phonemes varies according to the dialects and to the authors. They belong to the following classes: The primary emphatics /g, t, ẓ, ẓ/, the independent secondary emphatics /r, k/, the uvulars /χ, υ, q/, the pharyngeals /ɣ, h/ and the glottals /ʔ, h/.

Authors disagree on the list of phonemes that trigger emphasis. As for the uvulars, it seems that some dialects realize /χ, υ/ as velars [x, y] and that these velars may trigger emphasis (Davis, 1995) or not (Zawaydeh, 1998).

---

9 It is not clear however if Harrell denies a phonemic status to the primary emphatics as well.

10 Norlin says nothing about the status of the short emphatic [a]: Is it an allophone of his phonemic /a/ or an allophone of the non-emphatic /a/?

11 Not all dialects have all these phonemes, nor all the authors considers these phonemes as emphasis triggers. This list includes all phonemes proposed by the authors. See the summary of each study for a detail account of emphasis triggering phonemes.

12 In Palestinian, /k/ corresponds to the classical /q/. The status of the independent secondary emphatics is still unclear, because of the lack of clear minimal pairs. Harrell’s (1957) list included: /r, t, ẓ, b, m/ before he changed his mind in his research and finally decided that there was no phonemic emphatics at all in Cairene Arabic.
Limits: A main limit to most of these studies is that they rely on elicited speech (Harrell, 1957; Norlin, 1987; Shahin, 1997; Zawaydeh, 1998), rather than natural speech. In some cases, this point is not even stated (Davis, 1995; Watson, 1995 & 1999; Shahin 1996). Only Royal (1985) and Wahba (1996) explicitly state that their data come from natural speech. This could be a real problem for analysis, since the informants focus more on the sounds in elicited speech than they would do in natural speech.

II.5. Some of the Possible Applications for Future Research

These studies were not all focused on the Cairene dialect. They allow us to have a more complete vision on all the possible phenomena at stake. However, not all these phenomena are effective in the Cairene dialect. Only three studies out of ten focus on Cairene Arabic (Harrell, 1957; Royal, 1985; Norlin, 1987). Here are the findings that apply to future research in this dialect:

1) To manipulate the socio-linguistic variables: The issue of emphasis has a large socio-linguistic base. Some authors even describe it as a mere socio-linguistic issue, not a phonological one (Harrell, 1957; Royal, 1985). Hence, a further study must manipulate socio-linguistic variables in order to be meaningful (gender, social class, education, age, contact with foreigners, trips abroad, mastering of other languages, attitude to the language, religion...). Not all these variables have been studied so far. When teaching Cairene Arabic, the teachers should also bear this in mind so that they choose a proper socio-linguistic variety of the language for the students to learn. In most cases, the teachers want the students to sound like educated males and females, and not like
uneducated non gender-marked persons. But many points still have to be discussed (mastering of other languages, attitude to the Arabic language, and religion in particular).

2) To link acoustics with TAFL: Acoustically, emphasis has been well documented in Cairene Arabic (Harrell, 1957; Royal, 1985; Norlin, 1987). However, since languages are not static, it could be interesting to compare updated data with these studies. One question remains open: It is efficient when it comes to teaching Arabic to foreigners to distinguish between uvularization (lowered F2), pharyngealization (raised F1), labialization (if this exists in Cairene Arabic), or should the teacher give a more unified vision of these phenomena (Watson, 1995) and how?

3) To study emphasis in the Cairene dialect: Phonetically, no study on Cairene Arabic has focused on the direction of spread, the undergoers, and the blockers of emphasis. The studies reviewed simply assume that emphasis spreads both rightwards and leftwards, that all short and long vowels undergo emphasis and that there are no blockers. Of course, all these phenomena should be studied in Cairene Arabic. Another interesting phenomenon lies in the phonetic realization of the uvulars /g, x, u/. Does /g/ trigger the same emphasis than the primary emphatics? Do /x/ and /u/ realize as velars [x, y] in Cairene Arabic? Do they trigger emphasis? (Compare with Palestinian Arabic in Davis (1995) and Zawaydeh (1998)). Lastly, Zawaydeh (1998) suggests that in Jordanian Arabic, the feminine plural ending /-a:t/ may or may not be velarized, a point that has not been studied yet in Cairene Arabic.

4) To establish the phonological classes of consonants in the Cairene dialect: A phonological study of the Cairene Arabic dialect should try to determine anew what are
the consonant classes in the Cairene dialect (Harrell, 1957): The primary emphatics, the independent secondary emphatics; as well as discuss the phonological nature of the vowels (Norlin, 1987). All these issues have a great importance in the field of teaching Arabic as a foreign language.

In the second part of this thesis, the focus will be on the phonetic dimension of emphasis in the Cairene dialect (triggers, spread, undergoers, and blockers), in order to try and explicit the phonetic rules that account for emphasis.
CHAPTER III. EMPHASIS IN THE CAIRENE EDUCATED DIALECT

III.1. Introduction of the Study

As was presented in the first part of this research, any research in the field of emphasis in Arabic has to take the socio-linguistic dimension into consideration. This include many factors such as gender, social class, education, age, contact with foreigners, trips abroad, mastering of other languages, attitude to the language, religion... There are two ways of integrating these factors: Either the researchers split their sample according to these factors— which would lead to a very large sample, since each sub-category has to be representative— or to control these factors by choosing one sub-category, which will be the option in the present study.

When it comes to teaching a language to non-natives, the teachers have to choose a standard. They cannot teach all the varieties at once, it would be underproductive and misleading for the students. Rather— and especially at the lower levels— the teachers have to choose one variety and stick to it, so that the students receive a coherent input which they can use. The case of Arabic dialects is very interesting, because of their great variety, from one dialect to another, and within the same dialect. Thus, the teachers have to make a deliberate choice: Which variety of the language has to be taught to the students? Among Badawi’s (1973) five levels of Arabic, it seems to be more efficient to choose the level called ‘ammīyyat al-muthaqqafln “Dialect of the Educated Persons”. Another study would be necessary to establish this point. For the sake of the present research, it will be assumed that the students need to learn this
particular level of Cairene Arabic, due to their social status as foreigners, to the kind of contexts where they will need to speak and understand Arabic. Of course, in a perfect world, they would need—and especially at the higher levels of proficiency—to be able to speak and understand more than this level of Arabic, as native Cairenes would. But once more, this alone is a subject for a thesis on its own. Thus, the level that will be chosen here is the one called ‘ammiyyat al-muthaqqafín “Dialect of the Educated Persons”, and this will be the standard variety to be taught to AFL students.

Badawi defines this level of the language as both the most colloquial version of the classical language and the most classical version of the colloquial (p. 148). Like the other levels, it is also defined according to the specific contexts where it should be used (discussions about politics, art, culture in general) as well as to specific levels of education and culture of the speaker (p.150). Badawi adds that in Egypt, the adjoining upper level of the language (fuṣḥā al-‘asr “Contemporary Classical Arabic”) is not used in spoken conversation. This usage is transferred to ‘ammiyyat al-muthaqqafín (p. 150). It will be assumed in this research that it is relevant to study only this level of the language, spoken by educated people in the particular context of a talk-show on politics, thus controlling other socio-linguistics variables and meeting AFL students needs and expectations.

Once that this is assumed, one needs to study the special pattern of emphasis in this level of Cairene Arabic, in order to define phonetic rules that can then be taught. In the second part of this work, a corpus of educated Cairene Arabic will be chosen, and the pattern of emphasis in it will be analyzed, with a special light on the triggers, the undergoers, the spread, and the blockers of emphasis. There will be a special attention for
some problematic points that have been discussed in the literature for other dialects, such as the uvulars /q, χ, ψ/, the pharyngeals /ʁ, ʁ̠, /, and the feminine plural ending morpho-phoneme /-ːt/.  

III.2. Methodology of the Study  

III.2.a. The Corpus  

The corpus consists in seven episodes of the television program al-Ḥaqiqah "The Truth" which is a political talk-show directed by the journalist Wā'il al-Ibrāshī. It is broadcasted on the Egyptian satellite NileSat, channel Dream 2, on Saturdays at 8:00 p.m. (episodes are broadcasted again on the next day, on Sundays, at 4 p.m.) The episodes of al-Ḥaqiqah will be noted 1, 2, 3... See the detail of the episodes’ date and topic in Appendix A. In some cases, the episodes are split in two parts on the DVDs. Both parts will be noted 1, 1₁, 2₁...  

It seems that at the beginning of each episode, the journalist is reading his text. Since other pronunciation rules may apply to reading, the first minutes of each episode will systematically be excluded. See in Appendix B the detail of the audio tracks in minutes and seconds.  

III.2.b. The Informants  

Each episode of al-Ḥaqiqah gathers an average of four guests, plus the journalist, so that the corpus gathers more than twenty different informants. These informants will be referred to with the capital letters A, B, C... (Appendix C).
The following informants were consistently speaking in a "lower" variety of colloquial, namely 'ammîyyat al-mutanawwîrîn "Enlightened Colloquial", as described by Badawi (1973, p. 91 & 175-189). This variety is not the one that is studied here, thus, these informants were not taken into account, although they took part in the TV program. These informants are G, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, R, S, Z, AA, AB, and AC (14 informants). Lastly, one informant was consistently speaking using the adjoining "higher" variety of the language, namely fuṣḥâ al-'asr "contemporary classical Arabic", as described by Badawi (1973, p. 90 & 127-148). This informant (AI) is a religious scholar from al-Azhar University. He was not included in the study, because the rules for emphasis are different in this variety of the language.

Here is the list of the 22 informants taken into account in this research: A, B, C, D, E, F, H, P, Q, T, U, V, W, X, Y, AD, AE, AF, AG, AH, AJ, AK and AL. Informant A (the anchorman) is present in all the episodes. Only two informants (B and N) were present in more than one episode. All the other ones appear only once.

It is difficult to assert the educational level of these 23 informants, since one can only rely on the position that was theirs at the time the episodes were recorded. However, one can safely assume that they have all studied at the level of the Master at the university. Among them, there are journalists, lawyers, vice-ministers, members of the People's Assembly, boat captains, international experts, deans, physicians...

III.2.c. The Notation System

The following notation D1b(07:48)[bère?:ə] "innocence" means "the word [bère?:ə], meaning 'innocence' pronounced by the informant D, in the second part of the
first episode, after 7 minutes and 48 seconds.” Moreover, according to the Appendices, this first episode was broadcasted on Saturday, March 4th, 2006, at 8 p.m., that its topic was the political prisons in Egypt and that informant D is Majdī al-Basyūnī, former vice-minister of the interior.

III.2.d. The Design of the Study

The methodology used here consists in checking off the occurrences of the problematic contexts for emphasis, as they were described in the literature. A list that collects words containing the problematic contexts has been established. Since it was impossible to be exhaustive, these lists gather samples from all episodes, in as many possible phonetic environments as possible. In the end, seven lists of words have been established, one for each of the following phonemes and morpho-phonemes: /q, r, w, χ, y, h, -əːt/. All the phonemes have been tagged as [+emphatic] or [-emphatic]. In order to do so, the research had to rely on a subjective perception, rather than on acoustic measures because, as it has been presented in the literature review, emphasis is a complex phonetic phenomenon in Arabic, that implies more than one factor: The three acoustic formants F1, F2 and F3, play a role, as do the preceding and following phonemes. Moreover, as some studies have shown, emphasis varies from one informant to another. Some informants will have a general low tone, which individual sounds could be compared with other informants’ emphasized sounds, whereas others have a general higher tone. However, the hypothesis here is that for the one same informant, there is a difference between emphasized and non-emphasized sounds, but the scale where each informant speaks varies from one to another. This is another way to say that emphasis is
a prosodic feature: It is there, in all the informants speech, but each one of them has their own scale, just like intonation, and accent.

For the sake of this research, the emphasis scale has been simplified to [+emphatic] and [-emphatic], although research has consistently shown that emphasis is a gradient phenomenon, not an on/off phenomenon. This is linked with the pedagogical aim, which is to teach emphasis efficiently to AFL students. In some cases, it was difficult to decide whereas a particular segment was emphasized or not, and in these cases, these segments could well be described as emphatically “neutral”. These segments have been labeled as [-emphatic], thus focusing on the clearly [+emphatic] segments, that will then be taught to the students.

III.3. The Results of the Study

III.3.a. The Phoneme /q/ and its Realization

The phoneme /q/ has two distinct realizations in educated Cairene Arabic: [q] and [ʔ]. Whereas the informant decides to pronounce /q/ as [q] or as[ʔ] is beyond this research. Basically, [q] is more classical and [ʔ] more colloquial. Here is a list of occurrences where /q/ surfaces as non-emphasized [ʔ]:

- A1(02:35)[qaʔaː] “episode”.
- B1(05:23)[taʔdiːm] “presentation”.
- C1(05:44)[qaː] “he said”.
- E1(10:08)[baʔuː] “I say”.
- F2(04:36)[qaʔaː] “truth”.
- Q3(24:27)[ʔoddəːmak] “in front of you”.
- U4(28:02)[beʔuː] “he says”.
- W4(37:34) [tɔʔda] “knot”.
- A4(38:03)[ʔabl] “before”.
- Y5(03:56)[ʔaluh] “his heart”.
- X5(11:31)[muwaf7et] “agreement”.
- A5(42:15)[naʔ] “transportation”.
- AL7(19:34)[ʔalʔa-na] “stressed”.

However, /q/ can surface as an emphasized [ʔ] when emphasis is present within the word and has spread from another emphatic phoneme, as in the following examples:

- C1(h)(11:30)[ʔələfi] “you cut”, where the emphasis of /t/ has spread to the whole word.
- F2(h)(06:05)[ʔələta] “snapshot”, where the emphasis of /t/ has spread to the whole word.
- H2(h)(10:34)[ʔabəla:n] “captain”, where the emphasis of /t/ has spread to the whole word.
- V4(43:52)[ʔəbəbeʔa:n] “I apply it”, where the emphasis of /t/ has spread to the whole word.
- A6(19:11)[ʔədeoʔa] “case”, where the emphasis of /q/ has spread to the whole word.
- AG6(39:11)[ʔəʔeʔtə] “point”, where the emphasis of /t/ has spread to the whole word.
- AL7(16:49)[ʔəriʔə] “means”, where the emphasis of /t/ has spread to the whole word.

When /q/ surfaces as [ʔ], it triggers emphasis, and this emphasis spreads unlimited to the left, as in the following examples where /q/ is the last segment of the word:

- B1(h)(06:36)[ʔəfə-n] “commentary”.
- C1(h)(12:30)[ʔuhaqqaʔ] “he realizes”.
- A2(h)(05:08)[ʔeqəq] “confident”.
- H2(h)(18:22)[ʔeqəq] “investigation”.
- A2(h)(20:38)[ʔeqeq] “she depends”.
- A3(05:48)[ʔeqeq] “investigation”.
- U4(08:20)[ʔeqeq] “she sinks”.
- T4(18:30)[ʔeqeq] “difference”.
- A4(23:56)[ʔeqeq] “you comment”.
- T4(33:41)[ʔeqeq] “related to”.
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- A5(20:18)[tewətɛq] "you agree”.
- AH6(22:32)[tewətɛq] "Iraq”.
- AH6(31:51)[tewətɛq] "fire”.

In the following cases, [q] is not the last segment of the word. Everything preceding [q] is still emphasized, including the syllable beginning by [q], as in the following examples:

- B1’(02:58)[tewətɛq] “detention”.
- F2’(05:20)[tewətɛq] “truth”.
- A2b(17:18)[tewətɛq] “sister”.
- A3(05:27)[tewətɛq] “preceding”.
- Q3(24:58)[tewətɛq] “rescue”.
- A4(32:06)[tewətɛq] “killing”.
- A5(15:36)[tewətɛq] “chairman of a corporation”.

In the following cases, [q] is not in the last syllable. Everything preceding [q] is emphasized, including the syllable beginning by [q], however the spread is blocked by the following syllable, as if the vocal tract was preparing itself from the beginning of the word, but goes back to an non-emphatic pattern for the next syllable. This is true whatever be the nature of the first consonant of the following syllable. In all cases, this syllable blocks the emphatic spread:

- D1’(15:30)[tewətɛq] “rational” (/l/, lateral, blocks the rightward emphasis of /q/).
- E1’(23:13)[tewətɛq] “leadership” (/l/, glide, blocks the rightward emphasis of /q/).
- C1’(06:16)[tewətɛq] “intrusion” (/l/, alveolar stop, blocks the rightward emphasis of /q/).
- C1’(14:47)[tewətɛq] “they convince her” (/n/, nasal stop, blocks the rightward emphasis of /q/).
- F2’(09:13)[tewətɛq] “lost” (/d/, alveolar stop, blocks the rightward emphasis of /q/).
- A2(09:28)[qeddam] “you presented” (/d/, alveodental stop, blocks the rightward emphasis of /q/).
- H2(20:03)[ʔeqwa:] “sayings” (/w/, glide, blocks the rightward emphasis of /q/).
- F2(06:21)[weqqa] “incident” (/ɣ/, guttural fricative, blocks the rightward emphasis of /q/).
- U4(08:40)[ʔeq:ima] “list” (/ʔ/, laryngeal stop, blocks the rightward emphasis of /q/).
- V4(22:07)[weq:’ilin] “realistic” (/ɣ/, guttural fricative, blocks the rightward emphasis of /q/).
- AH6(10:13)[ʔissi:s] “priest” (/s/, alveolar fricative, blocks the rightward emphasis of /q/).

Of course, this block does not apply if there is another emphasis trigger, which spreads emphasis till the end of the word, as in the following examples:

- C1(06:23)[dimaqekeeja] “democracy”, where emphasis is triggered by /t/.
- B1(09:18)[ʔeqeq] “incapability”, where emphasis is triggered by /s/.
- F2(05:53)[ʔiteqeq] “she collected”, where emphasis is triggered by /ʔ/.
- F2(05:56)[teqeq] “snapshots”, where emphasis is triggered by /t/.
- T4(02:31)[ʔeqeqre] “decisions”, where emphasis is triggered by /r/.
- U4(11:40)[ʔeqeq] “ability”, where emphasis is triggered by /r/.
- AD5(16:42)[mutoqeq] “coordinated”, where emphasis is triggered by /t/.
- A5(18:40)[qeqeq] “your story”, where emphasis is triggered by /s/.
- AE6(12:20)[ʔeqeq] “Copts”, where emphasis is triggered by /t/.

Here is a summary of the emphasis rules for /q/:

**Rule #1:** When /q/ is realized phonetically as [ʔ], it does not trigger emphasis at all. However, it may undergo emphasis under the influence of an emphasis-triggering phoneme (/s, t, d, ʔ/ or an emphatic [r] according to its specific rules).

**Rule #2:** When /q/ is realized phonetically as [q], as it is the case in fuṣḥā al-‘asr (MSA) and fuṣḥā al-turāth,
a) it triggers an emphasis which influence begins at the beginning of the word and stops immediately after the end of the syllable where /q/ is present.

b) If there is another source for emphasis in the word (/ṣ, ṭ, ḍ, ḍh/ or an emphatic [r] according to its specific rules), then nothing blocks the emphasis, and it spreads through all the syllables.

III.3.b. The Phoneme /r/ and its Realization

As a general rule, /r/ realizes as emphatic and triggers an emphasis that spreads to the whole word in a [-front] context (depending on the vowels before and after /r/). However, there are some limitation to this phenomenon as well as a few doubtful cases, that will be presented below. As for the emphasis of /r/ in tajwīd, the rules for the emphasis of /r/ in ‘ammīyyat al-muthaqqafīn are far from simple. For this reason, it was difficult to rely only on the recorded corpus, because some particular phonetic contexts were not found. In some limited cases, a few words have been taken from Badawi’s Dictionary of Egyptian Arabic, which notes the difference between plain and emphatic /a/.

These words will be labeled “Badawi”.

When there is one of the following phonemes /ṣ, ṭ, ḍ, ḍh/ in the word, /r/ always surfaces as an emphatic [r] as in:

- B1(03:14)[tāwawī] “emergency”, the emphasis of /ṭ/ has spread to the whole word.
- C1(13:06)[sīd] “duty”, the emphasis of /ḍ/ has spread to the whole word.
- C1(19:35)[muḥāddir] “estimator”, the emphasis of /q/ has spread to the whole word.
- D1(08:20)[sādir] “published”, the emphasis of /ṣ/ has spread to the whole word.
- P3(30:16)[ṣūra] “circumstances”, the emphasis of /ḥ/ has spread to the whole word.
- T4(01:43)[rashīf] “pier”, the emphasis of /ṣ/ has spread to the whole word.
- X5(12:22)[mərjë] "sick", the emphasis of /ə/ has spread to the whole word.
- AL7(10:57)[?ord] "earth", the emphasis of /ə/ has spread to the whole word.

If the following vowel is [+front] such as /i, i:, e, or e:/, and there is no other source for emphasis in the word, then /r/ surfaces as non-emphatic, as in the following:

- C1'1(11:23)[tafrif] "you know".
- A1'1(12:44)[tafrifə.t] "legislations".
- B1(04:52)[htarə.t] "demons".
- F2(06:09)[garə.dat] "newspaper".
- Q3(24:17)[garə.ma] "crime".
- T4(23:02)[kwarə.ris] "disasters".
- W4(36:34)[warə.d] "arriving".

If the preceding vowel is /i, i:, e, or e:/, /r/ is not followed by a vowel, and there is no other source of emphasis in the word, then /r/ surfaces as non-emphatic, as in the following examples:

- E1'0(09:55)[maʃajə] "criteria".
- D1'1(15:29)[ʃə.r] "un-".
- D1'1(19:18)[beria.mig] "program".
- P3(26:45)[werə.et] "she sank".
- P3(29:49)[tergət] "you return".
- P3(29:59)[tiʃamət] "go on".
- U4(05:03)[tastanker] "you disapprove".
- AH6(10:27)[juta:ger] "he does business".
- AE6(12:48)[kilometr] "kilometer".
- AJ7(30:48)[jankir] "he denies".
- AK7(37:52)[tuba:fə] "it is exercised".

If the word has already undergone a phonological change (a /q/ that is realized phonetically as a [ʔ], a /ð/ that surfaces as a [z], a /θ/ that surfaces as a [s]) then the
emphasis of /t/ is blocked, whatever its near context. It seems that it is impossible to apply two phonetic changes in one word (glottalization of /q/, alveolarization of /θ/ and /ð/, and emphasis of the /t/), as in the following:

- E1’(10:36)[țarq?] “difference”, phonologically /taraq/.
- F2’(05:59)[usardaqa:] “Hurghada”, phonologically /usardaqα/.
- AH6(28:07)[țanaːt] “it was burnt”, phonologically /țanaraq/.
- T4(30:30)[karasa] “disaster”, phonologically /karasta/.

If /t/ comes after the modified phoneme, then its emphasis is not blocked, but spreads to the whole word. See for example the following:

- Badaw[teker] “to mention”, phonologically /θeker/.
- Badaw[θaːr] “to leak out”, phonologically /θarr/.
- Badaw[θemar] “to bear fruit”, phonologically /θemar/.
- Badaw[θara] “to read”, phonologically /qara/.
- Badaw[θemar] “moon”, phonologically /qamar/.

If /t/ is followed by a [-front] vowel (/a, a:, u, u:, o, o:/), then it is realized as emphatic, as in the following examples: (Different contexts are specified)

Context: [+front] vowel + Non-emphatic consonant + /t/ + [-front] vowel = /iCra/
- E1’(10:23)[țifrag] “release”.
- U4(05:30)[țifref] “supervision”.

13 This phenomenon does not apply in “lower” varieties of the language. One informant who is consistently speaking in a “lower” variety—and who is not taken into account in this study—pronounces [rammasa] “raft” and [rammasaː] “rafts”. (J2’(00:37) and (29:58) respectively.)
- F2(08:42)[?igremi] "criminal".
- AK7(34:33)[?isrehi] "Israel".

- AH6(16:19)[re?eh] "we explain".
- AE6(12:09)[mu?on?ra] "conspiracy".
- AH6(11:04)[mo?ref] "known".
- Badawi[?edre?g] "drawers".
- Badawi[?edrek] "to realize".

Context: [+front] vowel + /r/ + [-front] vowel = /ira/
- U4(29:38)[?ni?esə] "prudence".
- AE6(15:48)[?ire?e] "reading".
- AJ7(33:12)[?ire?] "conflict".

- AG6(35:27)[mu?arram] "Muharram" (place name).
- P3(29:11)[?mare?ra] "building".
- P3(30:10)[?are?] "decision".
- AH6(10:22)[na?e?he?rek] "we move".
- AH6(11:10)[?re?ad] "persons".

Context: No phoneme + /r/ + [-front] vowel = /?ra/
- B1(04:24)[?am] "despite".
- F2(06:01)[re?be?] "fourth".
- U4(09:29)[re?e?est] "sprinklers".

If /r/ is at the end of the word and is preceded by a [-front] vowel (/a, a:, u, u:/ o, o:/) then it is realized as emphatic, as in the following:

Context: Non-emphatic consonant + [-front] vowel + /ər/ = /Carə/
- Q3(26:05)[be?er] "human being".
- W4(35:47)[?e?mor] "red".
- W4(36:46)[?e?or] "other".
- AG6(35:53)[ne?e] "he spread".
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- AL7(11:00)[beʃər] "humanity".
- X5(12:19)[hejwaʃər] "he will spare".
- B1*(05:26)[miʃər] "criterion".

In monosyllabic words containing a [-front] vowel, /r/ is also realized as an emphatic, as in the following cases:

Context: monosyllabic words with [-front] vowel = /arCə/ and /aCrə/
- B1*(03:51)[bərj] "tower".
- B1*(17:57)[fərd] "individual".
- P3(30:26)[bəfr] "ocean".
- E1*(10:07)[̩ɑmə] "order".
- Badaw[derk] "depths".

The last possible case is when /r/ is followed by a consonant, preceded by a [-front] vowel (/a, a:, u, u:, o, o:/) and is not in a monosyllabic word. In this case, there is a lot of variation, and the phonetic nature of the following consonant does not seem to play a role, nor the number of syllables, nor the place of the stress in the word— noted here with a prime on the vowel, as in the following:

Context: [-front] vowel + /r/ + non-emphatic consonant /arC/
- T4(01:57)[ʃər / wən] "souls", /w/ is a labiovelar glide.
- AE6(15:26)[ʃər / bə / mu] “they are taken in compassion”, /h/ is a pharyngeal fricative.
- F2*(12:33)[ʃər / bə / ʃə] "four", /b/ is a labial stop.
- E1*(23:11)[xər/ ga] “coming out”, /g/ is a velar stop.
- F2*(06:38)[ʃər / fən] “knowing”, /f/ is labiodental fricative.
- Q3(30:50)[mər / keb] “boat”, /k/ is a velar stop.
- Badaw[daʃər / da / ʃa] “conversation”, /d/ is an alveodental stop.

This variation is not free, because no informant would pronounce these words once as emphatic and once as non-emphatic. It is rather a lexicalized variation, meaning
that for these words, emphasis is part of the lexical information. It seems to be the case also for a few words, that do not comply with the rules, like the following:

- U4(05:19)[rukka:b] “passengers”.
- U4(16:30)[ra:kib] “passenger”.
- AE6(25:32)[madrastuh] “his school”.

In these cases, according to the previous rules, these words should have been emphasized, i.e. there is no reason for the emphasis of /r/ to be blocked. It is interesting here to see that the two first words are of the same root: [rukka:b] “passengers” and [ra:kib] “passenger”, and that some words of the same root as the last one [madrastuh] “his school” are also de-emphasized:

- Badawi[dars] “lesson”.
- Badawi[daras] “to study”.

For this reason, it is plausible that for a few roots, a specific characteristic “non-emphatic” be part of the lexical information. This assumption is only true for the phoneme /r/, and may have many possible explanations (geographical, historical, etymological...) which a further study could focus on.

Since in tajwīd there was a specific rule for the emphasis of /r/ before /j/, it was important to check this although the corpus did not contain occurrences with the sequence /rj/. In these cases, /r/ does not trigger emphasis, as in the following:

- Badawi[?arja:l] “country”.
- Badawi[marja:l] “apron”.
- Badawi[garga] “female slave”.
- Badawi[yarja:n] “naked”.
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Lastly, there is an interesting case where there is a conflict between two rules. Compare for example the following:

- A7(11:27)[qurʔaːn] “Qurʾān” and AL7(10:16)[qurʔaːn] “Qurʾān”.

In this case, there is a conflict between the emphasis rule for /q/ saying that the emphatic spread is blocked by the first syllable after the syllable containing /q/, and the emphasis rule for /r/ saying that if /r/ is preceded by a [-front] vowel and not followed by a vowel, then it is emphatic and its emphasis spreads to the whole word. According to the emphasis rule for /q/ #2-a, one would expect [qurʔaːn] and according to the emphasis rule for /r/ #5, one would expect [qurʔaːn].

Here is a summary of these rules for the emphasis of /r/:

**Rule #3:** When there is an emphatic phoneme in the word (/ʂ, ť, ʃ, ɾ/ or an emphatic [q] according to its specific rules), /r/ always surfaces as emphatic.

**Rule #4:** If the following vowel is [+front] (/i, ɪ, e, or e/), and there is no other source for emphasis in the word, then /r/ surfaces as non-emphatic.

**Rule #5:** If the following vowel is [-front] (/a, ə, u, w, o, o/), then /r/ triggers an emphasis that spreads to the whole word.

**Rule #6:** If /r/ is not followed by a vowel:

a) if the word is monosyllabic and contains a [-front] vowel (/a, ə, u, w, o, o/), /r/ is emphatic and its emphasis spreads to the whole word.
b) if the preceding vowel is [+front] /i, i:, e, or e:/, and there is no other source of emphasis in the word, then /r/ surfaces as non-emphatic.

c) if the preceding vowel is [-front] (/a, a:, u, u:, o, o:/) and the word is not monosyllabic:

c-1) if /r/ is at the end of the word, it triggers an emphasis that spreads to the whole word.

c-2) if /r/ is followed by /j/ it does not trigger emphasis.

c-3) if /r/ is not at the end of the word, and is followed by a consonant other than /j/, no rule seem to apply.

Rule #7: If the word has already undergone a phonological change (/q/ → [ʔ], /ð/ → [z], /θ/ → [s, s]):

a) if /r/ come after the modified phoneme, then the rules above apply.

b) if /r/ comes before the modified phoneme, then it is not emphatic, whatever the immediate context.

These rules can be presented in the same kind of chart as previously for the emphasis of /r/ in tajwîd. They apply, provided that the emphasis rule for /r/ #7 is not violated (the presence of a phonetically modified phoneme in the word).
### /r/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The word contains /s, d, t, d/ or [e]</th>
<th>Before /i, i:/ e, e:/ (and absence of emphasized phoneme)</th>
<th>Before /a, a:/ u, u:, o, o:/</th>
<th>Before another consonant (and absence of emphasized phoneme)</th>
<th>At the pause (and absence of emphasized phoneme)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After /i, i:, e, e:/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>Doubtful if not monosyllabic word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After /a, a:, u, u:, o, o:/</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After /aC, uC, oC/</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After /iC, eC/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chart 2: The emphasis rule for /r/ in 'ammisya al-muthaqafin "Dialect of the Educated Persons".

Comparing this chart with the chart of emphasis for /r/ in tajwid, the following remarks can be made:

a) The general principle is the same in both charts: The emphasis of /r/ depends first on the following vowel, then—in the absence of a following vowel—on the preceding vowel.

b) The main difference is that in the educated Cairene dialect, emphasis is a function of the whole word, not the syllable. Thus, the presence of an emphasis-trigger sound (/ʃ, ơ, t, ơ, and ɑ/) anywhere in the word will emphasize the whole word (or at
least the first syllables, in the case of /q/ which is the only phoneme that triggers an emphasis limited to the right). The list of the emphasis-triggers is larger in tajwīd (/ṣ, ẓ, ẓ, ẓ, q, x, .Cor/ ) but their effect is limited to the first vowel to the right only.

c) The sequence /r/ blocks the emphasis of /r/ in all cases in the educated Arabic dialect, whereas this was doubtful in tajwīd (partly due to a lack of data). This is consistent with the fact that a following [+front] vowel blocks the emphasis of /r/.

d) Another important difference between the two systems is that /r/ behaves differently in a [-front] context when immediately followed by a consonant (except /j/).

In these cases, emphasis is not predictable in the Cairene educated dialect. This is maybe due to the fact that the emphasis triggered by /r/ spreads to the whole word, so that it changes all the segments in the word. When /r/ is not followed by a vowel, it is not always “strong” enough to emphasize the whole word. More study need to be done on this specific point.

e) Non-stem /i/ and stem /i/ behave alike in the educated Cairene dialect.

f) No specific rule apply to /r/ in the neighborhood of /b and θ/, since their interdental feature is preserved in tajwīd, as well as the uvular feature of /q/.

III.3.c. The Phoneme /u/ and its Realization

The phoneme /u/ does not trigger emphasis, and seems to be pronounced in these cases as a velar [γ] but more specific study should be done to assess this fact. Here are examples of non-emphasized realizations of /u/:

- B1(03:01)[tastauna] “she renounces”.
- Cl′(20:17)[mubâːjəw] “exaggerating”.
- H2′(10:35)[bəjəsət] “he makes someone work”.
- F2′(06:20)[bələtə] “I notified”.
- A3(05:35)[bənəwəl] “Bengali”.
- P3(26:45)[wərətə] “she sank”.
- A4(00:51)[ʔistazət] “you summed up”.
- W4(36:46)[li-əwəjet] “until”.
- Y5(03:54)[wəwi] “fond”.
- A5(25:08)[bəliwə] “report”.
- A6(09:11)[ləwə] “puzzle”.
- A6(11:47)[mulausama] “mined”.

If the word contains a phoneme that triggers emphasis such as /s, t, ð, ð, r and q/, then /u/ undergoes emphasis, just as all the other phonemes in the word, as in:

- A1′(02:31)[wəjeban] “angry”, where emphasis is triggered by /ð/.
- B1′(04:24)[rewn] “despite”, where emphasis is triggered by /r/ ([l-front] context).
- Cl′(08:03)[wəliq] “he closes”, where emphasis is triggered by /q/.
- B1′(18:37)[wəille] “error”, where emphasis is triggered by /t/.
- F2′(04:55)[wumwec] “obscenity”, where emphasis is triggered by /ð/.
- F2′(05:26)[surfet] “room”, where emphasis is triggered by /r/ ([l-front] context).
- U4(12:54)[wətən] “wrong”, where emphasis is triggered by /t/.
- U4(19:00)[təwəq] “she sinks”, where emphasis is triggered by /q/.
- A4(24:48)[kəwət] “pression”, where emphasis is triggered by both /ð/ and /t/.
- A7(36:53)[ʔəwəqa] “he closed”, where emphasis is triggered by /q/.

The expression /li-əwəjet/ “until” is interesting, because there seem to be free variation in its emphasis. Here /u/ realizes as emphatic although there is no emphatic phoneme in the word:

- D1′(09:00)[li-əwəjet] “until”.
- F2′(09:05)[li-əwəjet] “until”.

- compare with W4(36:46)[li-əwəjet] “until”, where there is no emphasis.
Another interesting case is the preposition /uːJR/ “un-” which can be realized in two ways: According to the rule of fuṣḥā al-turāth “Heritage Classical Arabic” which states that /uː/ triggers emphasis, or according to the “lower” varieties, in which /uː/ does not trigger emphasis. However, it is interesting to see that even though, the emphasis rules for /r/ are not broken. In a [-front] context in a monosyllabic word, /r/ triggers an emphasis that spreads to the whole word, and in a [+front] context it does not:

- C1*(08:15)[uːJR] “un-”, where emphasis is triggered by /r/ ([−front] context).
- Q2(25:37)[uːR] “un-”, where /r/ does not trigger emphasis ([+front] context),

The rule for the emphasis of /uː/ can be stated as follows:

**Rule #8:** Unlike in classical Arabic, /uː/ is a non-emphatic phoneme in educated Cairene and it does not trigger emphasis. However, it may undergo emphasis under the influence of an emphasis-triggering phoneme (/q, t, d, ð/ or an emphasized [g, r] according to their specific rules).

**Rule #9:** There is one exception to Rule #8: [l-l-uːJR] “until” where some free variation seems to happen (regional variation?)

**Rule #10:** When speakers use MSA, the preposition /uːJR/ “un-” is pronounced emphatically[uːJR], as it goes in fuṣḥā al-ʾaṣr (MSA) and fuṣḥā al-turāth.

III.3.d. The Phoneme /χ/ and its Realization

The same kind of analysis that was made for /uː/ can be made for the phoneme /χ/. The phoneme /χ/ does not trigger emphasis, and seems to be pronounced in these
cases as a velar [x] but more specific study should be done to assess this fact. Here are examples of non-emphasized realizations of /χ/:

- B1*(03:13)[ɪsɪxmla:m] “usage”.
- C1*(08:18)[jaːriɡ] “outside”, where /r/ does not trigger emphasis ([l-front] context).
- E1*(13:52)[xaːniʔ] “strangling”.
- A2*(04:18)[ʔxafaʔ] “hiding”.
- P3(29:17)[yaʃfa] “light”.
- U4(19:00)[juːxalif] “he contradicts”.
- A6(09:22)[muʃtallːn] “unstable”.

If the word contains a phoneme that triggers emphasis such as /s, t, d, ʃ, r and q/, then /χ/ undergoes emphasis, just as all the other phonemes in the word, as in:

- A1*(04:00)[muʃtallːn] “specialized”, where emphasis is triggered by /s/.
- B1*(06:37)[χuruɡ] “exit”, where emphasis is triggered by /r/ ([l-front] context).
- A2*(10:07)[ʔxataʃ] “kidnapping”, where emphasis is triggered by /t/.
- F2*(11:06)[ʔonkə(font)] “especially”, where emphasis is triggered by /s/.
- Q3(24:35)[beːxira] “steamer”, where emphasis is triggered by /r/ ([l-front] context).
- T4(02:55)[ʃʃxə] "person", where emphasis is triggered by /ʃ/.
- W4(36:46)[ʔxəʃex] “other”, where emphasis is triggered by /r/ ([l-front] context).
- A5(08:52)[ʃəbətek] “he hit you”, where emphasis is triggered by /t/.
- X5(12:30)[kɔarag] “he left”, where emphasis is triggered by /r/ ([l-front] context).
- A6(39:03)[muʃtallːn] “planned”, where emphasis is triggered by /t/.
- A7(12:10)[muʃtallːn] “summarized”, where emphasis is triggered by /ʃ/.

As for the preposition /waʃr/ “un-”, in some case the adjective /χaʃr/ “good” can be realized according to the rule of fuṣḥa al-turāth “Heritage Classical Arabic” which states that /χ/ triggers emphasis. It is interesting to see that even though, the rules for
the emphasis of /r/ are not broken: In a [-front] context in a monosyllabic word, /r/ triggers an emphasis that spreads to the whole word, and in a [+front] context it does not:
- C1'(12:56)[χαιρ] "good", where emphasis is triggered by /r/ [−front] context).

Rule # 11: Unlike in classical Arabic, /x/ is a non-emphatic phoneme in educated Cairene and it does not trigger emphasis. However, it may undergo emphasis under the influence of an emphasis-trigerring phoneme (/s, t, ɗ, r/ or an emphasized [s, r] according to their specific rules).

Rule # 12: When speakers use MSA, the adjective /χαιρ/ "good" is pronounced emphatically [χαιρ], as it goes in фуша al-'aṣr (MSA) and фуша al-turāth.

III.3.e. The Phonemes /y/ and /h/ and Their Realization

These two phonemes always surface as non-emphatic, in the absence of any other emphasis-trigger /s, t, ɗ, r or q/ as in the following, for /h/:

- B1'(03:21)[ha:l] "situation".
- C1'(05:44)[hadi:s] "talk".
- E1'(13:36)[ʔəhna] "we".
- B1'(17:25)[muha:mi] "lawyer".
- F2'(05:01)[hajatuh] "his life".
- P3(29:27)[ʔistiha:l] "impossibility".
- A4(00:47)[hizb] "party".
- U4(05:56)[tasmah] "she allows".
- A5(45:25)[gahtim] "hell".
- AG6(38:00)[hadas] "it happened".
Here are examples of emphasized realizations of /h/, in the presence of an emphasis trigger:

- Ct\(^{b}\)(06:21)[morhele] “stage”, where emphasis is triggered by /r/ ([–front] context).
- Ct\(^{b}\)(06:08)[telehoafuz] “she preserves”, where emphasis is triggered by /ç/.
- B1\(^{b}\)(06:55)[holoα] “episode”, where emphasis is triggered by /q/.
- F2\(^{b}\)(05:20)[naeqeqa] “truth”, where emphasis is triggered by /q/.
- F2\(^{b}\)(07:32)[maselohe] “interest”, where emphasis is triggered by /s/.
- F2\(^{b}\)(12:16)[gohni] “true”, where emphasis is triggered by /s/.
- A3\(^{b}\)(05:48)[teheq] “investigation”, where emphasis is triggered by /q/.
- T4\(^{b}\)(01:57)[tefeb] “souls”, where emphasis is triggered by /r/ ([–front] context).
- T4\(^{b}\)(03:47)[tobbofe] “she departed”, where emphasis is triggered by /r/ ([–front] context).
- AD6\(^{b}\)(3:1:51)[noriq] “fire”, where emphasis is triggered by /q/.

And here is a list of non-emphatic occurrences for the phoneme /h/:

- B1\(^{a}\)(03:25)[nafi:juha] “we live it”.
- Ct\(^{a}\)(06:33)[fawawdna] “we got accustomed”.
- Ct\(^{a}\)(07:22)[yaks] “opposite”.
- Ct\(^{a}\)(11:26)[ya:m] “year”.
- F2\(^{a}\)(05:04)[mawna] “meaning”.
- H2\(^{a}\)(11:39)[mawma] “information”.
- H2\(^{a}\)(11:21)[jumani] “he suffers”.
- Q3\(23:38)[yari] “knowing”.
- Q3\(25:40)[yalam] “world”.
- P3\(29:34)[yai] “ordinary”.
- U4\(05:12)[jamna] “he forbids”.
- U4\(09:55)[balla] “drain”.
- X5\(07:33)[yajea] “wanting”.
- AH6\(11:10)[yalaq] “he cured”.
- AL7\(06:26)[ya:m] “year”.
Here are examples of emphasized realizations of /ʕ/, in the presence of an emphasis trigger:

- C1(05:57)[ʔɪdɪːf] “seeing”, where emphasis is triggered by /ʕ/.  
- A2(04:18)[ʔæðəʔ] “members”, where emphasis is triggered by /q/.  
- F2(06:01)[ɾeːbeʔ] “fourth”, where emphasis is triggered by /r/.  
- F2(07:37)[ɾæbberə] “ferry”, where emphasis is triggered by /ɾ/.  
- U4(12:34)[tɛtɛləf] “you take out”, where emphasis is triggered by /t/.  
- T4(18:18)[tæfæl] “you give”, where emphasis is triggered by /f/.  
- A4(23:56)[tæfæˈliə] “you comment”, where emphasis is triggered by /q/.

The rule for the emphasis of /ʕ/ and /ŋ/ can be formulated as follows:

| Rule # 13: | In the educated Cairene Arabic dialect /ʕ/ and /ŋ/ are non-emphatic phonemes and they do not trigger emphasis. However, they may undergo emphasis under the influence of an emphasis-triggering phoneme (/s, t, q, ð/ or an emphatic [q, r] according to their specific rules). In fuṣḥā al-ʿaṣr (MSA) and fuṣḥā al-turāth, these phonemes trigger labialization (Badawi, 1973) but not emphasis. |

This rule agrees with the analysis of Badawi (1973) who described /ʕ/ and /ŋ/ as labialization triggers in fuṣḥā al-turāth only, saying that they lost this labialization feature in the “lower” levels. However, it contradicts Harrell (1957) who described these two phonemes as emphasis-triggers in colloquial Arabic.

III.3.f. The Morpho-Phoneme /-aːt/: and its Realization

The morpho-phoneme /-aːt/ acts as if it were part of the word and it does not block emphasis. In the following cases, emphasis spreads to the whole word from one emphasis-trigger located in the first syllables:
- A1*02:46)[munaţça / me:t] “organizations”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/.
- C1*06:16)[dimma / me:t] “warranties”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/.
- E1*09:50)[huru / me:t] “taboos”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/.
- F2*04:41)[?atat / ba:t] “kidnappings”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/.
- A4*04:16)[tari / ba:t] “statements”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/.
- U4*09:29)[reja / ja:t] “sprinklers”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/.
- V4*39:06)[?egra / ?a:t] “procedures”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/.
- A5*30:05)[?eja / ba:t] “wounds”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/.
- A6*13:38)[dare / ge:t] “degrees”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/.
- AL*13:55)[teptep / ba:t] “fanaticisms”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/.

In the following cases, the emphasis-trigger is located in the last syllable, containing the morpho-phoneme /-a:t/. Even in these cases, emphasis not only spreads to the last syllable but to the whole word:

- C1*05:36)[muşaddi / re:t] “drugs”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/ ([-front] context).
- F2*11:10)[feje / e:t] “relations”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/.
- U4*09:06)[tehti / e:t] “investigations”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/.
- A6*10:41)[nefe / re:t] “publications”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/.
- A7*19:50)[muloje / e:t] “observations”, where emphasis is triggered by /ı/.

In the case of the word /muşaddir/, it is interesting to note that this word was not emphatic before the addition of the morpho-phoneme /-a:t/ because /ı/ was an [+front] context. This shows that the addition of the morpho-phoneme /-a:t/ builds one single new word that is not felt to be made of two distinct morphemes.

In the following cases, there is no emphatic trigger in the word and no phoneme is emphasized:

- C1*06:59)[basbasanat] “parrots”.
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- D1*(16:20)[gu-al-a:t] “occupations”.
- E1*(23:50)[ma-nil-a:t] “informations”.
- B1*(07:12)[ha-la:t] “situations”.
- C1*(11:38)[ba-la-wa:t] “reports”.
- F2*(05:35)[ba-jana:t] “reports”.
- F2*(11:12)[tashila:t] “facilitations”.
- Q3(25:07)[xa-zzana:t] “tanks”.
- Q3(25:17)[fa-wama:t] “floaters”.
- A4(10:01)[ba-lia:ta:t] “drains”.
- A5(09:57)[ba-la-wa:t] “exaggerations”.
- A5(40:06)[mu-stana:t] “documents”.

There is an interesting conflicts in rules, where the word contains the phoneme /q/ in the penultimate syllable. One informant pronounces the word with an emphasis that spreads onto the /-a:t/ whereas the other informants do not emphasize the /-a:t/:

- [fa-qa / la:t] “detentions”: B1*(06:40)

There is thus a personal variation, since only informant A spreads emphasis from /q/ onto the final /-a:t/. This confirms the general rule that says that the /q/ emphasis is blocked by the following syllable, although there could be some free variation. This variation could be explained by the conflict between two different rules: The emphasis rule for /q/ (emphasis is blocked by the first syllable after /q/) and the emphasis rule for /-a:t/ (the phoneme /-a:t/ takes the emphasis of the last phoneme of the word).
Thus, the general rule for the emphasis of the morpho-phoneme /-a:t/ can be stated as follows:

**Rule # 14**: The morpho-phoneme /-a:t/, feminine plural marker, does not block the emphasis spread throughout the whole word, even if the emphasis-trigger is the last phoneme of the phonological word. In some cases, the word may be not emphatic before the addition of /-a:t/ and emphatic after (this can happen in some cases if the last consonant of the word is /r/).

### III.3.g. Additional Findings: Other Morpho-Phonemes

#### III.3.g.1. Compounds with /-ta:ʃar/ "teen": The morpho-phoneme /-ta:ʃar/ "teen", used in forming numbers from 11 to 19, is always emphasized, according to the rule for the emphasis of /t/ #6-c-1. However, this emphasis does not spread to the whole word: If the first part of the word contains an /i/, then this first part is not emphasized, as in:

- A1*(14:52)[ʃit /təʃar] “sixteen”.
- U4(18:02)[tisaʃ /təʃar] “nineteen”.

If the first part of the whole word does not contain an /i/, then this first part is emphasized, as in:

- P3(29:20)[ʃames /təʃar] “fifteen”.
- U4(18:00)[seʃar /təʃar] “seventeen”.
- AL7(41:01)[teʃar /təʃar] “eighteen”.
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Rule # 15: The emphasis of the last /r/ in the morpho-phoneme /-ta:jər/ "-teen" (used to form numbers from 11 to 19) does not spread to the first part of words compounds of /-ta:jər/ if this first part contain an /i/.

III.3.g.2. The adverbal marker /-an/: This morpho-phoneme takes the same emphasis as the word. If the word was emphatic before the addition of /-an/ then it surfaces as [-an] as in:

- C1'(10:58)[fəwr - en] "immediately".
- F2' (08:02)[qətʃ - en] "definitely".
- F2'(18:51)[tabʃ - en] "of course".
- A2'(22:25)[ʔajd - en] "also".
- A3 (26:29)[wifq - en] "according".
- P3 (26:57)[gəbbə:n - en] "in the morning".
- U4 (04:49)[ʔinleq - en] "absolutely".
- T4 (17:46)[τibq - en] "according".
- V4 (32:27)[mubəʃoret - en] "directly".
- A5 (41:10)[musbeq - en] "previously".
- A6 (09:30) [muʃleq - en] "absolutely".
- A6 (34:25)[ʔin·tʃəeq - en] "starting".
- AG6 (36:02)[ʔaːqiːat - en] "truly".

If the word was not emphatic before the addition of /-an/, then this morpho-phoneme surfaces as [-an], even after a /r/ where it should become emphatic, as in:

- C1'(11:25)[ʔaʃr - an] "lastly".
- A7 (15:53)[luwz - an] "puzzle".
Rule # 16: The morpho-phoneme /-an/, which marks the indefinite accusative nunation, adapts to the word to which it is added, keeping the emphasis of the last syllable as it was.

III.3.g.3. The feminine nisba marker /-ijja-/: This morpho-phoneme blocks the emphasis of the word, in all cases. See the examples with both emphasized and non-emphasized words:

- B1(04:35)[χαρα/ lej / ja] "imaginary".
- C1*(05:11)[δαξι/ lej / ja] "interior".
- A6(09:14)[σογ / lej / jan] "intellectually". /l/ had already blocked the emphatic spread, according to the rule for the emphasis of /q/ # 2a.
- AL7(06:12)[βαμα / ιαν / ja] "Baha’i".
- AL7(11:04)[βαμα / ιαν / ja] "humanity".
- AL7(11:56)[θαρι / χειν / jan] "historically".
- A7(15:53)[μαξ / fej / jan] "hidden".
- A7(20:15)[σκεφτι / δει / ja] "related to beliefs". /η/ had already blocked the emphatic spread, according to the rule for the emphasis of /q/ # 2a.

Since the morpho-phoneme /-ijja-/ is made up of two syllables, the first syllable /-ij-/ may form a syllable with the last consonant of the word. In this case, this syllable alone could be emphasized, but not the second syllable of the morpho-phoneme /-ja-/, as in:

- F2*(07:58)[νοτι / ιει / ja] "true".
- T4(02:27)[γηνα / ιαν / ja] "validity dates".
- U4(04:38)[νει / χει / jan] "personally".
- AL7(07:12)[φοι / χει / ja] "Iraqi".
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Rule #17: The two-syllable morpho-phoneme /-iija-/ the feminine nisbat marker, blocks emphasis by splitting in two. The first syllable is eventually emphasized according to the emphasis rules of the word, but the second syllable is never emphasized. There were too few data in the corpus to decide for the emphasis of the masculine nisbat marker /-ii-/.

III.3.g.4. The suffix pronoun /-ka/ "your": This pronoun can be realized as [-ka] and [-ak], the first one reflecting a "higher" variety of the language. Both forms of the suffix pronoun block the emphatic spread, as in the following emphatic and non-emphatic contexts:

- C1ʰ(10:48)[ʔuzakkir – ak] "I remind you".
- C1ʰ(05:50)[maʕa – ka] "with you".
- C1ʰ(11:22)[hasiːb – ak] "I will leave you".
- D1ʰ(18:35)[hasæbæːːb – ak] "I counted it for you".
- A2a(04:11)[min – ka] "from you".
- T4(20:54)[safrīnt – ak] "your boat".
- A1ʰ(05:05)[tæfeː – ak] "your comment". /b/ had already blocked the emphatic spread, according to the rule for the emphasis of /q/ #2a.

- B1ʰ(17:06)[næʃret – ak] "you".
- B1ʰ(18:24)[næʃret – ak] "you".
- F2ʰ(12:19)[mæʃleːqu – ka] "your logic".
- H2ʰ(20:10)[næʃret – ak] "you".
- W4(43:17)[tærekkieb – ak] "I have you ride".

The only case when the suffix pronoun /-ka/ "your" does not block emphasis, is when the word finishes with a consonant, this consonant is the emphatic trigger, and the informant has chosen the "lower" version of the pronoun [-ak]. In these cases, the
pronoun realizes as emphatic. However, the corpus contained too few tokens of this type, as in:

- CreateTime:52]χαθει - ακ] "he hit you", where emphasis is triggered by /t/.

Rule # 18: The morpho-phoneme /-ka/ "your (masculine singular)", attached pronoun suffix, can be realized in a “high” or “low” version of the language: [-ka] (the two fusha levels) and [-ak] (the three ‘ammiyya levels).

a) The “high” realization [-ka] always blocks emphasis.

b) The “low” realization [-ak] blocks emphasis, unless the last consonant of the word is the emphasis-trigger itself. In these cases, the phoneme surfaces as [-ακ].
CONCLUSION

At the end of this study, 18 phonetic rules have been deduced from the corpus, that describe the phenomenon of emphasis in the Cairene educated Arabic dialect. It has been assumed, on the base of the previous studies, that the phonemes /s, t, q, d/ trigger an emphasis that spreads unlimited to the right and to the left within the limits of the word. As for the phonemes and morpho-phonemes studied here, /r, q, x, u, y, h, -art, -ta:j, -an, -ijja-, -ka/, their emphasis rules list as follows:

Rule #1: When /q/ is realized phonetically as [ʔ], it does not trigger emphasis at all. However, it may undergo emphasis under the influence of an emphasis-triggering phoneme (/s, t, q, d/ or an emphatic [r] according to its specific rules).

Rule #2: When /q/ is realized phonetically as [q], as it is the case in fuṣḥā al-ʾaṣr (MSA) and fuṣḥā al-turāth,

a) it triggers an emphasis which influence begins at the beginning of the word and stops immediately after the end of the syllable where /q/ is present.

b) if there is another source for emphasis in the word (/s, t, q, d/ or an emphatic [r] according to its specific rules), then nothing blocks the emphasis, and it spreads through all the syllables.

Rule #3: When there is an emphatic phoneme in the word (/s, t, q, d/ or an emphatic [q] according to its specific rules), /r/ always surfaces as emphatic.

Rule #4: If the vowel following /r/ is [+front] (/i, i:, e, or e:/), and there is no other source for emphasis in the word, then /r/ surfaces as non-emphatic.
Rule #5: If the vowel following /r/ is [-front] (/a, a:, u, u:, o, o:/), then /r/ triggers an emphasis that spreads to the whole word.

Rule #6: If /r/ is not followed by a vowel:

a) if the word is monosyllabic and contains a [-front] vowel (/a, a:, u, u:, o, o:/), /r/ is emphatic and its emphasis spreads to the whole word.

b) if the preceding vowel is [+front] /i, i:, e, or e:/, and there is no other source of emphasis in the word, then /r/ surfaces as non-emphatic.

c) if the preceding vowel is [-front] (/a, a:, u, u:, o, o:/) and the word is not monosyllabic:
   
c-1) if /r/ is at the end of the word, it triggers an emphasis that spreads to the whole word. A special rule applies to /r/ in the morpho-phoneme /-ta:jər/ "-teen" (used to form numbers from 11 to 19). See rule #15 below.

   c-2) if /r/ is followed by /l/ it does not trigger emphasis.

   c-3) if /r/ is not at the end of the word, and is followed by a consonant other than /l/, no rule seem to apply.

Rule #7: If the word has already undergone a phonological change (/a/ →[ʔ], /ə/ →[z], /θ/ →[s, t]):

a) if /r/ come after the modified phoneme, then the rules above apply.

b) if /r/ comes before the modified phoneme, then it is not emphatic, whatever the immediate context.
Rule # 8: Unlike in classical Arabic, /u/ is a non-emphatic phoneme in educated Cairene and it does not trigger emphasis. However, it may undergo emphasis under the influence of an emphasis-triggering phoneme (/s, t, d, d/ or an emphatic [q, r] according to their specific rules).

Rule # 9: There is one exception to Rule # 8: [ii-moejet] “until” where some free variation seems to happen (regional variation?)

Rule # 10: When speakers use MSA, the preposition /uajr/ “un-” is pronounced emphatically [xejr], as it goes in fus̱ha al-‘asr (MSA) and fuṣḥā al-turāth.

Rule # 11: Unlike in classical Arabic, /x/ is a non-emphatic phoneme in educated Cairene and it does not trigger emphasis. However, it may undergo emphasis under the influence of an emphasis-triggering phoneme (/s, t, d, d/ or an emphatic [q, r] according to their specific rules).

Rule # 12: When speakers use MSA, the adjective /xajr/ “good” is pronounced emphatically [xejr], as it goes in fuṣḥā al-‘asr (MSA) and fuṣḥā al-turāth.

Rule # 13: In the educated Cairene Arabic dialect /s/ and /t/ are non-emphatic phonemes and they do not trigger emphasis. However, they may undergo emphasis under the influence of an emphasis-triggering phoneme (/s, t, d, d/ or an emphatic [q, r] according to their specific rules). In fuṣḥā al-‘asr (MSA) and fuṣḥā al-turāth, these phonemes trigger labialization (Badawi, 1973) but not emphasis.

Rule # 14: The morpho-phoneme /-a:t/, feminine plural marker, does not block the emphasis spread throughout the whole word, even if the emphasis-trigger is the
last phoneme of the phonological word. In some cases, the word may be not emphatic before the addition of /-a:r/ and emphatic after (this can happen in some cases if the last consonant of the word is /r/).

Rule # 15: The emphasis of the last /r/ in the morpho-phoneme /-ta:jfar/ “-teen” (used to form numbers from 11 to 19) does not spread to the first part of words compounds of /-ta:jfar/ if this first part contain an /i/.

Rule # 16: The morpho-phoneme /-an/, which marks the indefinite accusative nunation, adapts to the word to which it is added, keeping the emphasis of the last syllable as it was.

Rule # 17: The two-syllable morpho-phoneme /-ijja-/ , the feminine nisba marker, blocks emphasis by splitting in two. The first syllable is eventually emphasized according to the emphasis rules of the word, but the second syllable is never emphasized. There were too few data in the corpus to decide for the emphasis of the masculine nisba marker /-ijj-/.

Rule # 18: The morpho-phoneme /-ka/ “your (masculine singular)”, attached pronoun suffix, can be realized in a “high” or “low” version of the language: [-ka] (the two fushä levels) and [-ak] (the three ‘ammityya levels).

a) The “high” realization [-ka] always blocks emphasis.

b) The “low” realization [-ak] blocks emphasis, unless the last consonant of the word is the emphasis-trigger itself. In these cases, the phoneme surfaces as [-ek].
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It is important that the AFL teachers be aware of these rules, so that they can explicitly teach them to the students. The only really problematic case, is Rule # 6-c-3, which corresponds to a /r/, after a [-front] vowel and before a consonant other than /l/ in a non-monosyllabic word. This is quite a common configuration and the teacher should draw students' attention on it, telling them that no rule applies and that they should remember the words as well as their emphatic pattern. In all the other cases, the rules apply quite regularly and there are few exceptions which the teacher can easily point during the class.

More research should be done to explore the emphasis feature of /r/ in this variety of the language. Other questions remain open to research as well in the field of emphasis: The behavior of the conjugation prefixes, the suffixes in general, the foreign loads.

During this study, it was clearer than ever that all the varieties of the Arabic language form a continuum, and that it is quite difficult to study them separately, as one cannot separate two sides of one coin. It was also observed that personal, regional, educational and social variations are important factors. All this gives a more vibrant image of the language and reminds us that languages are living creatures, spoken by living beings.
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APPENDIX A: DETAIL OF THE EPISODES

1: Saturday, March 4th, 2006, 8 p.m. Topic: The political prisons in Egypt.

2: Saturday, March 18th, 2006, 8 p.m. Topic: The sunk ferryboat "Salām 98" (1).

3: Saturday, March 25th, 2006, 8 p.m. Topic: The sunk ferryboat "Salām 98" (2).

4: Saturday, April 8th, 2006, 8 p.m. Topic: The sunk ferryboat "Salām 98" (3).

5: Saturday, April 15th, 2006, 8 p.m. Topic: Illegal kidney transplants in Egypt.

6: Saturday, April 22nd, 2006, 8 p.m. Topic: Anti-Copts attacks in Alexandria.

7: Saturday, April 29th, 2006, 8 p.m. Topic: The Baha'is in Egypt.
APPENDIX B: DETAIL OF THE AUDIO TRACKS

Here is the detail of the audio tracks that were used for this research. The passages where the anchorman was obviously reading his text were omitted.

1a, from 02:14 to 24:23 (Anchorman reading from 00:39 to 02:14).

1b, from 04:19 to 16:20 (Anchorman reading from 04:02 to 04:19).

2a, from 04:09 to 22:58 (Anchorman reading from 00:36 to 04:09, including a short reportage on the topic which is not taken into account in the study).

2b, from 00:17 to 47:55 (No reading).

3, from 05:07 to 31:52 (Anchorman reading from 04:05 to 05:07).

4, from 00:38 to 44:19 (Anchorman reading from 00:04 to 00:38).

5, from 01:04 to 48:04 (Anchorman reading from 00:04 to 01:04. The episode also includes three short reportages which are not taken into account in the study).

6, from 09:09 to 41:58 (Anchorman reading from 00:05 to 09:09, including a short reportage on the topic which is not taken into account in the study. The episode is followed by a short reportage from 42:55 to 50:24).

7, from 05:40 to 43:00 (Anchorman reading from 00:04 to 05:40, including a short reportage on the topic which is not taken into account in the study).
APPENDIX C: DETAIL OF THE INFORMANTS

A: Wā'il al-Ibrāshī, journalist, anchorman of the program al-Ḥaqiqaḥ. (All the episodes.)

B: Mamdūḥ Iṣmā'īl, lawyer of the Islamic associations. (Episodes 1 and 7.)

C: Fu'ād 'Allām, agent of the former state’s security intelligence service. (Episode 1.)

D: Majdī al-Basyūnī, former vice-minister of the interior. (Episode 1.)

E: 'Abd-Allāh Khālīf, international counselor for the human rights. (Episode 1.)

F: 'Alā‘ 'Abd-al-Mun'im, member of the People’s Assembly. (Episode 2.)

G: Bahīja Ḥāfīz, witness. (Episode 2.)

H: 'Āşim Nuṣayr, representative of the international compensatory board. (Episode 2.)

I: 'Aḥnān 'Abd al-Majīd Ibrāhīm, witness. (Episode 2.)

J: Muḥammad Sulaymān Shūshah, witness. (Episode 2.)

K: Lānā Muḥammad Mamdūh, witness. (Episode 2.)

L: Basīnt 'Abd-al-Salām, witness. (Episode 2.)

M: Sālim, witness. (Episode 2.)

N: Yusriyya Ḥasab-al-Nabī al-Ṣāfī, witness. (Episodes 2 and 3.)

O: Muṣṭafā Muḥammad al-Sayyid, witness. (Episode 3.)

P: Salāḥ-al-Dīn Jum‘ah, former captain of the M/S Saint Catherin. (Episode 3.)

Q: al-Badrī Farghali, former member of the People’s Assembly. (Episode 3.)
R: Inās Husayn, witness. (Episode 3.)

S: Laylā Jamāl, witness. (Episode 3.)

T: Muḥammad ʿAbd-al-Futūḥ al-Saʿdānī, former expert in an international body for supervision and registration of the boats. (Episode 4.)

U: Ḥamdī al-Ṭāḥān, president of the commission for the investigation in the accident of the sunk boat. (Episode 4.)

V: Muḥammad Anwar ʿIsāmat al-Sādāt, member of the commission for the investigation in the accident of the sunk boat. (Episode 4.)

W: Muḥammad ʿĀmir, member of the commission for the investigation in the accident of the sunk boat. (Episode 4.)

X: Badawī Labīb, dean of the department of internal medicine and kidneys in the Miṣr Il-Ilūm wa-Il-Tiknūljīyā University. (Episode 5.)

Y: ʿAbd al-Mun'im Ḥasab-Allāh, representative of the physicians’ corporation and professor of internal medicine and kidneys at al-Qaṣr al-ʿAynī’s faculty of medicine. (Episode 5.)

Z: ʿĀli ʿAffīn, witness. (Episode 5.)

AA: Muʿmin ʿAbd al-Ghanī, witness. (Episode 5.)

AB: ʿAzzāh Kamāl, witness. (Episode 5.)

AC: Fāṭimah ʿĀli Wardānī, witness. (Episode 5.)

AD: Ḥamdī al-Sayyīd, chairman of the physicians’ corporation. (Episode 5.)

AE: Najīb Jibrā'īl, president of the Egyptian Union for Human Rights. (Episode 6.)
AF: ‘Adī Abādīr, one of the leaders of the Coptic diaspora. (Episode 6.)

AG: Muḥammad al-Badrāshīnī, former member of the People’s Assembly. (Episode 6.)

AH: Mukhtār Nūḥ, former member of the People’s Assembly. (Episode 6.)

AI: ‘Abd-Allāh ‘Alī Samak, president of the Department of Religions and Religious Movements at the University of al-Azhar. (Episode 7.)

AJ: Ḥusayn Ṣabrī ʿIyās, commercial director. (Episode 7.)

AK: Labīb Muʿāwwad, lawyer. (Episode 7.)

AL: Raʿūf Hindī Ḥafīm, dentist. (Episode 7.)